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LIST OF TERMS/ABBREVIATIONS
Terms/Abbreviation

Explanation

Random number

List of numbers used in the sampling

Art

Anggota rumah tangga = Household member

Askes

Asuransi Kesehatan = Health Insurance

Astek

Asuransi Tenaga Kerja = Work Force Insurance

BA/RA

Bustanul Athfal/Raudatul Athfal

BPS

Biro Pusat Statistik = Central Bureau of Statistics

ECG

Electro Cardio Gram

Data entry

The process of input/transfer data from a questionnaire to a computer

GAKY

Gangguan Akibat Kekurangan Yodium =
Insufficiency on Lack of Iodized Salt

Innas

Instruktur nasional = National instructor

Intama

Instruktur utama = Main instructor

Jamsostek

Jaminan Sosial Tenaga Kerja = Social Work Force Security

KCI

Kerangka Contoh Induk = Frame of Main Sample

Kelseg

Kelompok Segmen = Segment Group

Kesra

Kesejahteraan rakyat = Community welfare

Krt

Kepala rumah tangga = Head of Household

KS

Kantor Statistik = Statistic Office

MFD

Master File Desa = Master File of Village

NIP

Nomor Induk Pegawai = Official registry number

NKS

Nomor Kode Sampel = Code Sample Number

PC

Personal Computer

Coding

The process of document coding systematically

Editing

The process of document preparation for processing systematically;
editing

pps

probability proportional to size

PMTAS

Pemberian Makanan Tambahan untuk Anak Sekolah =
Extra Feeding for School Children

Survey Time Reference

the time used to obtain more information, time reference used
when conducting enumeration
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Respondent

the person interviewed during enumeration

Rt

Rumah tangga = Household

Rt kor

the selected households for enumeration using the core list

Rt Kor – Modul

the selected households for enumeration using the core list and module

Sadari

Periksa Payudara Sendiri = Early detection of Breast Tumor by
examining own breasts

Sampel

Sample

Segment

the smallest unit of the enumeration area

SE96-SW1

Sketch Map of Enumeration Area made during the Economy Census 1996

SE96-SW2

Sketch Map of Enumeration Area made during the Economy Census 1996

Sosbud

Sosial budaya = social culture

SP90

Sensus Penduduk 1990 = Population Census 1990

ST93

Sensus Pertanian 1993 = Agriculture Census 1993

Survey

a research technique to examine, investigate and observe

Susenas

Survey Sosial Ekonomi Nasional = National Social Economy Survey

SMU

Sekolah Menengah Umum = Public High School

Up dating

The updating of the Sketch Map made during the Population Census 1990
with the latest condition (the year 1992)

VSEN98.L

Listing of Susenas 1998

VSEN98.DSRT

The list of selected household samples for Core and Module Susenas
1998

VSEN98.K

The list of questions of selected households in Core Susenas 1998

VSEN98.MKG

The list of questions of selected households on Module of Community
Health and Nutrition

VSEN98.MPP

The list of questions of selected households on Module of Education,
Housing and Settlements

VSEN98.LK

Work Sheet of selecting segment groups

VSEN98.GY

The list of questions for the households in the Iodized Salt Survey during
Susenas 1998

Wilcah

The selected enumerated area for the enumeration using the core list only

Wilcah kor-modul

The selected enumerated area for the enumeration using the core list and
module
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I. P R E F A C E
A.

General Information

In order to implement their tasks, the Central Bureau of Statistics and the Statistic Office at the local
level are responsible to provide data needed for planning sectional and cross-sectional development. To
observe the situation, monitor and evaluate the implementation of the development program, the availability
of continuos data is very helpful in making necessary improvements of an existing program.
The social and demographic data produced by BPS were gathered through Sensus Penduduk, Survei
Penduduk Antar Sensus (Supas), Survei Angkatan Kerja Nasional (Sakernas), and Survei Sosial Ekonomi
Nasional (Susenas). Since 1992, basic data that has provided a picture of people’s welfare were gathered
each year through Susenas. From the available data/information each year, the progress of the developing
program can be monitored and evaluated periodically.
Susenas is a survey that is designed to gather social demographic data on a relatively broad basis.
The gathered data are on several fields such as education, health/nutrition, housing/environment, criminal,
social culture activities, consumption and household welfare, transportation and the society’s opinion on their
household welfare. In 1992, the system of Susenas data collection was renewed, the information which was
used to design the welfare indicator (Kesra) inside the module (information gathered once every three years)
was embodied into the core (information group gathered each year). Ever since, a set of data which is used
to monitor the people’s welfare standard, summarize the government’s program which is particularly aimed
to improve the welfare of certain sectors in the community, and analyze the impact on various programs on
increasing the community’s welfare is readily available at Susenas
In the new Susenas core there are questions addressing condition and behavior of society members
that are closely related to various welfare aspects, such as did they experience criminal acts, do they travel,
are they still in school, do they experience health problems and how they maintain their health. Questions on
the condition of under-fives, such as who helped during labor, how long do they breastfeed and whether they
obtain immunization is also accommodated in this core. In addition, characteristics on education, and
economy activities of household members are compiled. For married women, questions of at what age they
were married, number of children and Family Planning behavior. Data concerning household matters such as
the condition and facilities of housing and household consumption and expenditure were also compiled.
The information in the modules is collected alternately. In a three year period, the consumption
module and household income are collected in the first year, household welfare module, social culture, travel
and criminality in the second, and the health module, nutrition, education and housing in the third.
Information collected in the module are derived from more detailed questions compared to the questions for
the same topic in the core. For example, if the education data that were collected through a core is limited to
the level of education, the module is extended to include educational expenses. If questions in the core
referred to travelling experience, questions in the module would refer to the nature and amount of
expenditure of the travel.
Questions in the core are aimed to obtain information necessary to monitor matters that may change
each year, assist near future planning, and relate to subsequent questions in the module such as expenditures.
Questions in the module is needed to analyze matters that do not need monitoring each year or analyze
problems that require Government intervention as for example poverty and malnutrition.
The Susenas data has a large potential to illustrate the community welfare. For example to illustrate
the condition on various welfare components aggregate data indicators such as the level of school
participation, percentage of Family Planning acceptors, average age of first marriage, average number of
children born, percentage of the community that utilizes health facilities. Also the percentage of under-fives
immunized and given Breast milk, percentage of households that obtain clean water or has a toilet with a
septic tank, and the average expenditure per capita.
The compiled data core module may produce analysis to answer questions such as, do the destitute
obtain benefit of the education program launched by the government (example, 9 years of school compulsory
program), that can use the government subsidy on education. Also are there certain Family Planning devices
more used by the destitute compared to others, does they benefit from the Posyandu (Pos Pelayanan Terpadu
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= Integrated Health Posts) program, are working hours related to fertility, and whether sanitary conditions
relate to health status.
From the details above it is clear that the inherent potential of the Susenas data to supplement the
large discrepancy of the available data required by decision-makers in various sectors. What needs to be
done is to address problems that occur in planning, monitoring or evaluation, then seek the solutions and
input necessary through Susenas data analysis. With the present wide usage of PC's, analytical work has
become easier and it is hoped that the community usage of Susenas data will also be widely utilized.
Since 1993 the sampling size of Core Susenas is enlarged to enable development of simple statistics
at the regency/municipality level. This new expansion gives a new dimension on the analysis of Susenas
data, and since then several regencies have begun to develop indicators/statistics on the welfare of each
community. Hopefully all regencies would follow the pioneers although it is realized that to develop a
publication on the indicator of community welfare, officers at the Statistic Office (KS) at the local area
would require training.
Susenas 1998 Module is a repetition of Susenas Module 1995, which is the module on health and
nutrition, education, housing and settlement. As the previous years, the questions included in the module can
be changed/renewed based on the request of sectional institutions specifically that are related directly with
Susenas module. The Ministry of Health, Ministry of Education & Culture, Ministry of Community Housing
and the Coordinating Office of Community Welfare conduct the development of the module questionnaire of
Susenas 1998.
Since 1995 till 1997, the Central Bureau of Statistics collaborated with UNICEF has integrated the
Survey on Household Iodized Salt into the Susenas. The results of the survey illustrated the sufficiency of
iodized salt in household consumption also the knowledge of household on iodized salt. To obtain a more
comprehensive illustration on iodized salt, including the distribution to all areas in Indonesia, Susenas 1998
will conduct a Survey on the Consumption of Household Iodized Salt. The funding is from the
Intensification to Overcome the Problems on Lack of Iodine, a Collaboration of the Government of Indonesia
and World Bank. The provision of iodized salt is an important matter due to the government issuing the
utilization of iodized salt in households.
Hopefully, the preliminary results of the survey of iodized salt are hoped to be available in May
1998. All fieldwork is expected to be complete by February 1998 and sent to the Central Bureau of Statistics
(c/o Statistic Bureau of Welfare) before end of March 1998.
Susenas data has an increasingly number of uses and implementation is expanding widely of which
the results are essential in formulating policies. The Central Bureau of Statistics is assigned is to provide of
quality data, complete and on time.
B.

Objectives

In general the objectives of collecting data through Susenas is providing data of community welfare
(Kesra) that reflects the social and economic condition of the community. Specific objectives of Susenas
1998 are:
(i)

provision of main data on the community welfare which is necessary to obtain input in formulating
policies as an instrument to observe, monitor and evaluate the accomplishment of development

(ii)

compilation of detailed data of education, housing, health and nutrition which is also needed for
formulating policies and as an instrument to observe, monitor and evaluate the accomplishment of
development.

(iii)

compilation of data on the consumption household iodized salt as a base to measure and evaluate the
success of the iodized salt program
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C.

Scope

The 1998 Susenas is conducted in all areas in Indonesia. The sample size is 208,064 households at
provinces in the urban and rural area. The numbers of household that will be surveyed using the core
questionnaire are 142,400 and enumerated using the core-module questionnaire is 65,664.
Households that are located in a specific enumeration area such as a military complex and specific
households such as dormitory, prison and similar that are located in a regular enumeration area is not selected
as a sample. The Core data is collected using the VSEN98.K List, the data module on education and housing
uses VSEN98.MPP List (see Attachment 3) and the module on health and nutrition uses the VSEN98.MKG
(see Attachment 2).
D.

Schedule of Activities

Activity
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

Send document to BPS
Training
a. Main instructor
b. National instructor
First Phase
Second Phase
c. Area Officials

Date
Early October 1997
August 4-11, 1997
October 6-13, 1997
October 14-21, 1997
November 1-30, 1997

Implementation
a. Household Listing
b. Household sampling
c. Household enumeration

December 1-31, 1997
December 15-31, 1997
January – February 1998

List Checking
a. Regency /Municipality Statistic Office
b. Provincial Statistic Office

February – March 1998
March – April 1998

Send document to BPS
a.
VSEN98.LK List (c/o P2M Bureau)
b.
VEN98.DSRT List (c/o P2M Bureau)
c.
VSEN98.GY List from all selected enumeration area
Susenas 1998 (c/o Bureau Stat.Welfare)
d.
VSEN98.L List from all selected enumeration area
Susenas 1998 (c/o Bureau Stat. Welfare)
e.
VSEN98.K List from selected enumeration area
Susenas Core (c/oBureau Stat. Welfare)

December 1997
April-May 1998
March1998
April-May 1998
April-May 1998

6.

Processing VSEN98.K List in areas

March-June 1998

7.

Send clean data diskettes to BPS
(c/o Bureau Stat. Welfare)

May-July 1998

8.

a. Processing VSEN98.GY List at BPS
b. Processing VSEN98.L List and VSEN98.DSRT at BPS

April-May 1998
April-May 1998
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Processing VSEN98 List at BPS

May-August 1998

10.

Processing Module Documents at BPS
a. VSEN98.MKG List
b. VSEN98.MPP

September – December 1998

11.

Publication at the local and central

January-March 1999

E.

Type of Data Collected

1.

Type of Household Data Surveyed using the Core Questionnaire (VSEN98.K)
The type of data collected in the Core Susenas 1998 is relatively similar to Susenas 1997, with
exception to the additional information on the participation of households in the Takesra and
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Kukesra program and other aid programs interrelated with the Poverty Alleviation Program. The
data collected in Susenas 1998 covers:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Characteristics of household members such as name, relationship with head of the household,
sex, age, marital status, criminal act experienced and traveling
Characteristics of health and education of the household members;
Characteristics of economic and social cultural activities, specifically on the access to the mass
media, household members over the age 10 years
Characteristics of fertility of married women and information on methods used by the married
members of the household to prevent pregnancy;
Information of quality of residential building, household facilities and the household’s source of
income;
Characteristics of the average household expenditure and household’s source of income;
Information of the participation of the household in IDT program, Takesra, Kukesra and other
aid programs; and
Information on raising livestock and poultry.

2.

Type of Household Data Enumerated using the Module Questionnaire
(VSEN98.MKG & VSEN98.MPP)
a. Information on Education, that covers the status of education, participation in courses, way of
studying and education expenses
b. Information on Housing that covers the physical building condition, residential building, house
utilities and the condition of the environment
c. Information on Health and Nutrition that covers the health condition of the people, the nutrition
condition of children under five years old, the expenses spent for health needs, the habits of
brushing teeth and breakfast, the knowledge on handling diarrhea and burned injuries also the
household’s eating pattern
The data on education and housing is collected by using the VSEN98.MPP List and the data on
health and nutrition is collected using the VSEN98.MKG List.

3.

Type of Enumerated Households using the Questionnaire on Consumption of Iodized Salt
(VSEN98.GY)
a.
b.

Community’s knowledge on iodized salt
Output test on the level of iodine in salt used by the household.

F. Statistics Compilation
Several types of statistics can be used to visualize the society’s social economic situation obtained
by the core or the Susenas 1998 module. The development planners to observe the condition, monitor and
evaluate the achievement development can use the data. The statistic data compiled from Susenas 1998 can
be categorized in five indicator groups:
1.

Indicator on Community Welfare Objective on a National, Provincial and Regency/ Municipality
Level
This indicator is the compilation of core data collection that covers indicators such as:
a) Individuals: demography, health, education, welfare, accesses to the mass media, fertility and
Family Planning. b) Households: housing and expenditures. With indicators at the
regency/municipality level, the results of the enumeration of field workers can be easily checked.
The enumerators are expected seriousness in their work.

2.

Indicator of Health and Nutrition at the National and Provincial Level
This indicator is the compilation of the module data from health and nutrition which covers the data
on health, expenditures on health, under-fives weight, dental health maintenance and eating habits.

3.

Indicator on Education at the National and Provincial Level
This indicator is the compilation of module data from education that covers the status of education,
participation in courses, methods of learning and cost of education.
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4.

Indicator on Housing at the National and Provincial Level
This indicator is the compilation of module data from housing which covers the physical condition,
building of settlement, house accessories and environmental condition.

5.

Indicator on the Consumption of Iodized Salt at the National Level, Province and
Regency/Municipality Level
The indicator is developed from the outcome of data collection on the iodine level in household salt
such as the coverage of data on the level of iodized salt, the household’s knowledge of and the
access to iodized salt. The data of iodized salt was collected through the VSEN98.GY. List.
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II. STANDARD PROCEDURES ON MODULE ENUMERATION SUSENAS 1998

A. Task and Obligations of Enumerators
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

Attend the training for enumerator officials
Utilize the sketched map of segment groups distributed by supervisor/investigator and be acquainted
with the location by going around the segment boundaries together with the supervisor.
Obtain the VSEN98.DSRT List filled in by the supervisor/core investigator/module
Together with the core enumerator conducts enumeration for selected households on the health and
nutrition module using the VSEN98.MKG List and the selected households on the education,
housing and settlements module using the VSEN98.MPP
Submit the VSEN98.MKG, VSEN98.MPP and VSEN98.DSRT Lists to the supervisor/investigator
Improve the contents of VSEN98.MKG and VSEN98.MPP List that is deemed incorrect by the
supervisor/investigator
Conduct the assignments based on the schedule

B. Type of Documents Used
No.

Type of List

Usage

Conducted
By

Number
of
Copies

Storage place

1.

Sketched map of enumeration
area/Segment groups

To be acquainted to the
working area

2.

VSEN98.L

Household Listing

Core enumerator

1

3.

VSEN98.DSRT*)

Selected Household
Sample Core & Module

Supervisor/Core
Investigator

2

Central Bureau of Statistics/
Provincial Statistic Office

4.

VSEN98.K

Household enumeration
Core

Core enumerator

1

Provincial Statistic Office
Central Bureau of Statistic**)

5.

VSEN98.MKG &
VSEN98.MPP

Enumeration of Household Module

6.

Manual Book IIA

Core Enumerator Manual

7.

Manual Book III A

Enumerator’s Module Manual

-

-

-

8.

Manual Book II B

Enumerator’s Core Supervisor

-

-

-

9.

Manual Book III B

Manual on Module Supervisor

-

-

-

Core investigator
-

Central Bureau of Statistics

1

Central Bureau of Statistics

-

-

*) All VSEN98.DSRT Lists, both core enumeration area and the core enumeration area module are sent to the Central Bureau of
Statistics directly to the Department of Methodology Census and Survey Bureau P2M
**) From a number of 208,064 core documents that do not have a module is processed and stored at the Provincial Statistic Office but
65,664 documents that has the module documents are sent to BPS.

C.

Data Collection Method
. The data collection from selected households is conducted through face to face interview between
enumerator and respondent. Questions in the Susenas 1998 questionnaire for individuals should be
addressed to respective individual. Particulars on households can be collected through interviewing the
head of the household, husband/wife head of the household, or other household members that are
familiar to the particulars asked.
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D.

Ethics on Visiting and Interviewing
The data collection in Susenas 1998 is conducted by visiting households and interviewing household
members based on the manual in this book. To obtain a maximal outcome, please pay attention to these
following procedures on interviewing:
1.

Arrange the visit so that the person interviewed (respondent) is available at home. Do not conduct
an interview during an important occasion such as a party or ritual.

2.

Nobody is allowed to accompany the enumerator during the interview with the respondent except
the supervisor/investigator or their superior. Supervisor/investigator will provide guidance and
supervision on each survey phase and help solve problems that may arise during implementation,
particularly on problems that are not covered in the manual

3.

When visiting please wear appropriate and decent clothing. Before entering the house for
interviewing, seek for permission first and give greetings, knock on the door or use other ways that
is customary.

4.

Before conducting the interview pay attention on the current situation. If the situation is
inappropriate the survey should be postponed to another time/day as long as it does not exceed the
time deadline.

5.

Begin the interview by introducing yourself. Explain the objective of the visit and why it has to be
conducted. Show the Susenas leaflet to the respondent to help elaborate the benefits of Susenas.
The assignment letter and identification of the official may also be shown.

6.

Understand and be aware who should be interviewed. Do not interview a guest, relative or a
neighbor who happens to be visiting the respondent’s house.

7.

To obtain appropriate data, conduct the interview using the local dialect if the respondent approves.
This may put the respondent at ease and provide accurate answers.

8.

Before asking questions, explain how important the survey is and convince the respondent that all
information are confidential in accordance to law No. 16 1997 on Statistics.

9.

During enumeration, you may experience various attitudes and behavior of the respondents such as
frankness and eagerness to participate. Nevertheless some are may be hesitant and are indistinct or
suspicious. Please be wise, patient and polite during interviewing.

10. If the respondent deviate from the subject of Susenas, patiently bring he or she back to the topic of
conversation.
11. Do not comment and lose patience on the respondent’s answer. Please be patient in such situation.
12. Please be patient to the respondent’s curiosity and answer their questions clearly and correctly.
13. After the enumeration, do not forget to express your gratitude and inform them that there may be
other visits if more information is needed.
14. Pay another visit if more information is needed. This may happen if the information obtained during
the first visit was not enough

E.

Time Reference of Survey
1.

In Susenas 1998, the time reference of the survey used to collect data is estimated based on a
period that ends a day before the enumeration date valid for:
11

a.
b.
c.
d.

2.

Social culture Characteristics, activities of household members aged 10 upwards and the
food consumption with a time reference of the survey is one week prior to enumeration.
Health Characteristics with time reference currently to the last month.
Expenditures on non-consumptive commodities with reference to the past month and
twelve months prior to the survey
Information on livestock, with reference to the survey on January 1st , until December 31st ,
1997

Time reference survey used for data collection module is calculated based on a period that ends
a day before the date of household listing that is valid for:
a.
b.
c.

Characteristics on health and the health expenditures with the time reference survey the last
month
Household member’s educational expenditures with the time reference survey during the
current one year of school term
The household pattern of eating with the time reference survey is one last month.

F.

Rules and Procedures on Filling in the List

1.

Rules on Filling in the List
a. Master the concept, definition, objectives and goals of the survey;
b. Write down all the information clearly by using a dark pencil in the appropriate space ;
c. Use the Block Notes to support/elaborate the respondent’s answers
d. Check once more the contents of the list and correct mistakes if any before submitting it to the
supervisor.

2.

Procedures on Filling in the List
When filling in the list, please pay attention on how to fill each detail or certain questions. Basically
filling in details or questions are grouped into the following:
a.

Write the name/information in the provided place then write down the code related to
name/information inside the boxes.
Example: in Question 01 till 03, Block I VSEN98.MKG or VSEN98.MPP

b.

01

Province

LAMPUNG

02

Regency/Municipality*)

SOUTH LAMPUNG

03

Sub-regency

TALANG PADANG

8

0

1

4

0

Circle the code answer and write into the provided box
1.

c.

0

1

School participation [Check Core Block V Question 14]
Has not/not yet ever been to school
1 à (Q.5.a)
Still attending school
2
Not attending school anymore
3

2

Circle more than 1 (one) code answer, then write the total codes circled in the provided boxes
Example: in Question 18, Block V, VSEN98.MKG
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18. What was the objective of the examination?
Dental medication
Install dentures
Dental care
d.

1
2
4

Check-up
Others

0

8
16

5

Fill in the respondent’s answer in the provided boxes
Example: in Question 5, Block V, VSEN.MKG
5. Source of expenditures for outpatient treatment during the past year?
[Write code 1 if “Yes”, code 0, if “No”)

a. Household

1

f. Jasa Raharja

0

b. Askes

1

g. Health Funds

0

c. Astek/Jamsostek

0

h. Health Card

d. Other insurances

0
1

i. Lurah letter/
Village Chief
j. Others

e. Company/office

0
0
1

e. Leave a box unfilled if a detail or a question is unnecessarily filled in because of the regulations
example has to be skipped
Example : in Question 20, till 25, Block VII D, VSEN98.MPP
20.

21.

Location of house/residential building?
Along a street/lane/alley
1
Others
2
(If Q.20 = 2, directly go to Q.24)

2

If along a street/lane/alley (Q.20 = 1)
The width of street/lane/alley …m

22.

Type of surface of street/lane/alley
Asphalt/concrete
1
Cement/Concrete blocks 2
Gravel/hardened
3

23.

1
2

Damaged
Heavily damaged

3
4

Do you have a yard?
2 à (Q.26a)

1

a. If “Yes” (Q.24=1), is it planted with plants?
Yes
1
No
2 à (Q.26a)

1

Yes

25

4
5
6

Condition of road/lane/alley:
Good
Moderate

24.

Wood/Bamboo
Soil/sand
Others

1

No
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b. If ‘Yes” (Q.25a=1), what kind of plants?
Vegetables
Fruits
Decorative plants

1
2
4

Traditional medicine
plants
Others

8
16

0

6
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III. USAGE OF SELECTED HOUSEHOLD SAMPLES LIST
(VSEN98.DSRT)

The Susenas 1998 module enumerator conducts enumeration of selected households at the
enumeration area core-module by using 2 lists that are VSEN98.MKG List and VSEN98.MPP List. In the
implementation the module officer is guided by the Susenas 1998 Selected Household Samples List
(VSEN98.DSRT). The VSEN98.DSRT is a reference document that consists of the identity of selected
households. In order to ease the enumerators in the field, there are several information on the
VSEN98.DSRT List that could be used as a guide.
The VSEN98.DSRT List consists of 5 (five) blocks. Block I is the identification of the enumeration
location. Question 1 – 5 consists of name of province, regency/municipality, sub-regency, village and type
of area either urban or rural. Question 6,7 and 8 is the number of the enumeration area, segment group
number and the segment number of the enumerator’s working area. The enumerator guided by a copy of the
enumeration area sketched map/segment groups; and accompanied by a supervisor should circulate the
segment groups that are their assigned area.
In order to know which household to interview using the VSEN98.MKG and VSEN98.MPP List,
getting acquainted with the working area together with the supervisor is an important matter to do several
days before the enumeration is conducted.
An Enumeration Area (Wilcah) is a part of a village area/sub-regency with natural or artificial
boundaries foreseen not to change in within 10 years. In certain areas, enumeration areas may not have
definite boundaries such as forests, mountains, plantation, rice fields or the boundaries overlap the subregency, regency and provincial boundaries. An enumeration area generally covers approximately 200-300
households or physical buildings that are not used for living or a combination of households and physical
buildings that are not used for living
Segment is a part of an enumeration area with distinct boundaries. The number of households or
physical buildings does not determine the size of a segment. Segment groups are one or a group of several
whole segments that are close together. Segment groups are formed in order to facilitate the enumerator to
conduct Listing and enumeration of households.
In order to understand if a selected enumerator area in Susenas 1998 is an enumerator area for a core
or core module, please observe the following Susenas 1998 code number samples (NKS) which consists of 6
(six) digits:
1. First Digit

= code 1, 2 and 3 is for processing

2. Second digit = 1, is a Core Module enumeration area
2, is a Core enumeration area
3. Third digit

= 0, is the enumeration area of KCI-1
1, is the enumeration area of KCI-2
2, is the enumeration area of Non KCI

4. The 4th till the 6th digit is the serial number of selected enumeration area as follows:
a. 001 – 499 is the serial number of selected enumeration areas in the rural area
b. 500 – 999 is the serial number of selected enumeration areas in the urban area
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Block II is the summary on the usage of census building, number of household members, number of
households that has children under the age of five (Under Fives), number of household members that are still
attending school and the number of household in a whole, where the contents are taken from VSEN98.L List.
Block III is the characteristics of the enumerators such as name and NIP/NMS, sample selecting, the
occupation of the sample selector, date and signature of sample selector and the name of the enumerator that
will enumerate the selected household core/module.
Block IV in VSEN.DSRT List is the list of selected households that will be enumerated using the
VSEN98.K, VSEN98.MKG and VSEN98.MPP that consists of 8 columns that are:
Column 1: Sample Serial Number begins form number 01 till 16 for each selected segment group that is
printed in VSEN98.DSRT list and these 16 households will be enumerated using the VSEN98.K,
VSEN98.MKG and VSEN98.MPP.
Column 2: Segment Number (Information on segment in the previous page)
Column 3 and 4: Physical Building Number and Census Building Number
The contents of this column is taken from physical building numbers and the circled census building
(O) in Column 2 and 4, Block IV, VSEN98.L List.
Physical Building is a place to shelter that has walls, a floor and roof, either permanent or temporarily, either
used as a residence or other. The kitchen, bathroom, garage and others separated from the main building are
considered as a part of the main building (one building), if located in the same yard. A building less than 10
square meters and no longer used as a residence is not considered as a physical building.
Susenas 1998 does not cover the household that is a physical building such as illegal dwellings such as under
a bridge, along the railroad tracks, inside a railway coach, along riverbanks etc. Examples: a house, hotel,
shop, factory, school, mosque, temple, church, office building, convention hall etc.
Census Building is a part or the whole physical building that has it’s own entrances and is used as a whole.
Column 5: Serial Number of Selected Households
The contents of this column are taken from the household serial number that are circled in Column 8
VSEN98.L List.
Households (rt) are classified into regular households and specific households
Regular householdis an individual or a group of individuals living in part or the whole physical building or
census, and usually lives together also lives out of one kitchen. The household usually consists of mother,
father and child. A household is also considered as regular as follows:
1.

An individual who rents a room or part of the census building but provides his/her own meals.

2.

A family living separately in two census buildings but eats from the same kitchen, as long as both
census building are in the same segment group.

3.

Lodging with meals consists of lodgers less than 10 people. Lodgers are considered as members of
the landlord’s household.

4.

Head of dormitory, orphanage, correctional institution and others who live alone or together with
their wife and child and other household members who eats from the same kitchen separated from
the institution they organize.

5.

Each individual who rents a room together or part of the census building but provide their own
meals. Example: if 3 students rent a room and manage their own meals, they are considered as 3
regular households.
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Specific household includes:
1.

People living in a dormitory, which is a place where their entire daily needs is under authorization
of a foundation or organization. For example a nurse’s dormitory, college students dormitory, or
military barracks. A military member who lives in a dormitory with a family and provides their
daily needs is not a specific household.

2.

People living in a correctional institution, orphanage, prison and so forth.

3.

A group of peoples living in lodgings with meals where the total number is more than or an average
of 10 people.

Specific households are not enumerated in this survey

Column 6: Name of Head of the Household
Head of the Household is an individual from a group of household members who is responsible for daily
household needs or someone/appointed as head of the household.
Column 7: Number of Household Members
Household members are everyone who usually lives in a household, either when the enumeration was
conducted or temporarily unavailable. Household members who have left the house for 6 months or more,
and those who have gone less than 6 months but intend to move/will leave the house for 6 months or more, is
not considered as a household member. A person who has lived in the household for 6 months or more or a
person who has lived in the household less than 6 months but intend to move/live in the household for 6
months or more, is considered as a household member.
Information:
Domestic help or a driver that lives and eats at their employer’s is considered as a household member of their
employer, but those who only eats or lives there are not considered as a household member of their employer.
Column 8: Address (Name of street/lane, Number of house, RT/RW (neighborhood unit)
The chosen households are not included in the list. Enumerators are asked to write the address of respondent
clearly based on the name of street/lane, number of house, RT and RW
Example : Gandaria 2nd Street, Waru Lane No. 9, RT 003/RW 012. Depok Administrative City

Block V in VSEN98.DSRT List is the space for writing sample selections. See example on filling in
VSEN98.DSRT List in Attachment 1.
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IV. CHARACTERISTICS ON THE HEALTH OF HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS
(VSEN98.MKG LIST)

A.

GENERAL

This list is used to record the characteristics on the health and nutrition of household members. The
characteristic covers the health of household members, health expenditures, outpatient treatment, inpatient
treatment, weight of under-fives, habits on breakfast/brushing teeth. Also the action/knowledge of household
members if experience burnt injuries (caused by fire, hot cooking oil, boiling water or other hot articles),
early detection of breast tumor by examining own breasts (SADARI), Pap Smear test and the household
eating pattern during the past month.
B.

BLOCK I. IDENTIFICATION OF LOCATION

Question 1 to 10: Write down the name and province code, regency/municipality, sub-regent,
village/kelurahan, urban area/rural, enumeration area number, segment group number and code sample
number (NKS), and the household serial number in the provided boxes. These questions are taken from
Question 1 to 10 Block I VSEN98.DSRT List or VSEN98.K List for the same households.
Question 11: is filled in by the editor during data processing

C. BLOCK II. HOUSEHOLD CHARACTERISTICS
Question 1: Name of Head of the Household
Write down name of Head of the Household based on the first row Column 2 Block IV. The name
of Head of the Household should be the same as written in Column 6, Block IV, VSEN98.DSRT. List for the
same household. If it is different, please give note in Block VII (Note) with the following information:
1.
2.
3.

If the name in VSEN98.DSRT List Column 6 is deceased, write down the date, month and year of
demise.
If the name in VSEN98.DSRT List in Column 6 has moved, write down the date, month and year
moved.
If the name in the VSEN98.DSRT has a nickname, write down in the VSEN98.K List and put in
brackets, after writing the full name.

Question 2: Number of Household Members
Write down the number of household members from the household member sample. The data
should be the same as the serial number of the last household member in Column 1, Block IV.A Column 2.
Question 3: Number of Household Members Aged 0 – 59 months
Write the number of household member aged 0 – 59 months based on the number of rows in
Column 6 Block IV.

Question 4: Number of Household Members who are Outpatients during Last Month
Write down the total household members who are outpatients during last month based on the
number coded 1 in Column 8, Block IV.
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Question 5: Total of Household Members who are Inpatients during the last 12 Months
Write down the total household members who are inpatients during the last 12 months based on the
number coded 1 in Column 9 Block IV.
D.

Block III. Characteristics on Enumerator

This block records information on who does the enumeration also who is responsible for filling and
checking the list, when the enumeration and supervision/investigation was conducted.
Question 1-4: Characteristics on Enumerator
Write down the name and five last digits of the enumerator’s identity number/ employment number,
circle the enumerator’s occupation code, write down the date of enumeration and add the signature of the
enumerator. If the enumerator is a hired worker, write the sub-regency code of the place of duty in the first
three boxes and the hired worker’s number in the two last boxes.
Example:
NIP: 340006237
0
6
2
3
7
Note:
An Employment Identity Number (NIP) is only valid for a Central Bureau of Statistic employee,
which has an Employment Identity Number with the first two digits 34. Although the hired worker has an
Employment Identity Number, fill in the hired worker number given by the statistic office. The number
consists of 9 digits, the first two numbers are the province code, second two numbers are the code of
regency/municipality, the following three numbers are the code of sub-regency and the last two numbers are
the serial numbers of the hired worker.
Example:
If the enumerator is a Hired worker with the identity number 510102023, the last five digits is
written as follows :
0
2
0
2
3
Question 5-8: Characteristics on Supervisor/Investigator
Write down the name, employment identity number, and the occupation of the supervisor/investigator
also add the signature of the supervisor/investigator.
E.

Block IV. Characteristics on Household Members

This block is used to record main information on the household members. The Characteristics
recorded includes the name, relationship with head of the household, sex, age, age of household members
aged 0-4 years old (in months), marital status, outpatient during the last month, and inpatient during the 12
last months.
How to fill in:
Write down the names of the household members in Column 2 and the relationship with head of the
household in Column 3. Start with head of the household, wife/husband, unmarried children, and married
children and so forth till the last household member. After column 2 and 3 are filled, ask one at a time the
information needed starting from Column 4 to Column 9.

Column 1: Household Member Serial Number
Serial numbers are written from number 01-10. If the number of household members are more than
10 people, use additional paper or questionnaire by stating “continued” at the right hand corner of the first
questionnaire and “continuation” on the right hand corner of the additional questionnaire. Copy the
information on characteristics of location from the additional VSEN98.MKG. List and replace the serial
number in Column 1, Block IV into 11, 12 and so forth.
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Column 2: Names of Household Members
Write down the names of all household members starting from the head of the household,
wife/husband, unmarried children, married children, in-laws, grandchildren etc. Read aloud the names
written and reconfirm the following:
1.

Name of individuals left out because forgotten or is not considered as a household member such
as a baby, infant, helper, friend/guest who has stayed for more than 6 months, nephews/ nieces.
Lodgers and others who usually live in the household and individuals who has left within 6
months but usually lives with the household. Add the names left out in the lines according to
the code respective to head of household.

2.

Delete the names from the list of individual considered as a member of a household who
usually lives in the household but has left 6 months or more, if it is already written in Block IV.
Write down the names of household members in order according to the code related to head of
the household.

Column 3: Relationship with Head of the Household
Ask each household member their relationship with the head of the household and fill in the
appropriate code in the provided box. The first household member has to be head of the household, followed
by:
-

-

Wife/husband head of the household.
Biological children, step children or adopted children of the head of the household.
In laws, who are husband/wife from biological children, step children or adopted children.
Grandchildren, who are children from biological children, step children or adopted children.
Parents/ father or mother in laws, who are the father/mother of head of the household or
father/mother from the wife/husband of head of the household.
Other family such as individuals who are related to the head of the household or with
wife/husband head of the household, for example younger/older sibling, uncle, aunt, grand
father or grand mother.
Domestic help are individuals who work as a helper and lives in the household and receives
salary/wages in cash or in goods
Others who are not related to head of the household or wife/husband head of the household and
have been living in the household for 6 months such as a guest, friends and lodgers.

Information
1.

Ex in laws who are not related to head of the household is recorded as others; those who have
family relations are recorded as related status with head of the household before marriage.

2.

A family member who is employed as a helper (receive salary/wages) is considered as domestic
help.

Column 4: Sex
Fill in the code of sex for each household member in the available boxes.
Column 5: Age (years)
Ask the age of respondent and fill in the answer in the boxes. The age is counted in years and
rounded down or the age of the last birthday. The age count is based on the Roman calendar.
Information:
1.
2.

If the respondent is 27 years 9 months, write 27 years old
If the respondent is less than 1 year, write 0 years old
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If the respondents do not know their exact age, try to obtain information on their age by doing as
follows:
1.

Ask for birth certificate, birth documents, patient card, immunization card and Road to Health
Card or other documents recorded by their parents. Examine the issued date of those
documents (example residency card or family card) if the age, not birth date is written there.

2.

Associate the birth of respondent with a date, month and year when an event occurred or an
important matter occurred in Indonesia or in other areas, which is known nationally or
regionally.
Example: General Election Day, mountain eruption, flood, fire, election of the village head /
kelurahan, etc.
Other important events can be used to predict someone’s age such as:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The Landing of Japanese forces in Indonesia (1942)
Indonesia’s Independence year (1945)
First Election (1950)
The 30th September Movement/Indonesian Communist Party (1965)

3.

Comparing the age of household members with their other siblings. Start with predicting the
age of the youngest child, compare with the second youngest by asking approximately the age
or what are their capabilities. The elder sibling was starting to crawl (months), sitting (12
months), standing, walking (12 months) when the younger sibling was born or still in the
mother’s womb. Do this procedure to find information on the elder child.

4.

Comparing neighbor’s children or relatives whose ages are known. Calculate how many
months are those neighbors’ children or relative, whether older or younger from the
respondent’s age.

In several areas, respondent remembers the date, month and year of birth based on the Hijriah
(Arabic) Calendar or related to events in religious calendar such as fasting, ied, haj ies or the prophet’s
birthday. In order to understand the respondent’s age in the Roman Calendar, use the conversion guide in
Attachment 4. Sometimes a respondent does not know his age and when asked answers “up to you “. In this
case the enumerator has to ask once more based on how to obtain information on age.
The boxes for age are 2 boxes, for those who are aged less than 10 years the first box should be
added a zero (0) and those who are aged 97 or more write 97.
Example:
110 years
9 years 9 months

9

7

0

9

11 months 20 days

0
0
Column 6: Age of household members aged 0 – 4 years old (in months)
Column 7: Marital Status
Ask the marital status of the respondent and fill in the code in the provided box.
-

Married is has a wife (for men) or husband (for women) during enumeration lives together or
separated. In this matter not only those who are legally married by law (custom, religion, state
etc) but also those who are living together and by the community is considered as husband and
wife
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-

Divorced is a separation between husband-wife due to divorce but has not remarried.
Including in this matter are those who admit to be divorced although not officially by law. On
the contrary, excluding those who have lived separately but their status is still married, for
example husband/wife abandoned by their wife/husband to another place due to studying,
working, seeking for work, or other requirements. A woman, who admits they have never
married but has been pregnant, is considered as divorced.

-

Widowed is husband or wife whose husband or wife died and has not remarried.

Column 8: Outpatient Treatment during the Last Month
Write code 1 if has ever had outpatient treatment during the last month and code 2 if no. Check the
contents of Question 6a Block V VSEN98.K for the household members. Before checking the contents in
the Core, first ask the respondent if had outpatient treatment during the last month. If the respondent answers
“yes” but the content in box Question 6a, Block V, VSEN98.K is coded 2, then the data on self-medication
has not been recorded in the Core. To be consistent, Question 6a, 6b and 6c, Block V, VSEN98.K has to be
asked once more to the respondent.
Outpatient treatment is an activity or an effort of the household members who has health
complaints to be examined and obtain medication by going to modern or traditional health services without
staying overnight, also calling a health worker to the household member’s house.
Note:
Consultation, check-up, screening (early detection of diseases, example Pap Smear for detecting Cervical
Cancer), normal pregnancy check-up and immunization is not considered as out patient treatment, because
this is a preventive measure.
Column 9: Ever been an Inpatient during the Last 12 Months
Write code 1 if the respondent has been an inpatient during the last 12 months and code it 2 if not.
Inpatient treatment is a healing effort of the respondent that suffers from illness (including giving
birth) in a modern or traditional health service unit where the respondent stays overnight for a night or more.
F.

Block V. Characteristics on the Health of Household Members

This block aims to collect the information on health expenditures, first contact, the nutrition status
of the under-fives, injection practice, level of satisfaction towards health services, habit of brushing teeth,
first aid, sleeping disorders and early detection.
Name and Serial Number
Write down the name and serial number on the left-hand corner of the questionnaire then write in
the serial number into the provided boxes. The total pages of Block V that are filled in have to be the same
as the number of household members that are written in Block IV.
If the respondent could not be interviewed, such as is still a child, sick, suffers from severe mental
disorders, senile or other reasons, the interview could be conducted by interviewing other household
members that understand the condition of the respondent.

Write the serial number of household members that are interviewed into the
box on the upper left-hand side of Block V for the characteristics of the
household members whose name is written in this block. If the person
interviewed is not a household member write code 99.

Example:
If the respondent is an Under-Five and the person interviewed is the biological mother with the
household member serial number 02, then write in the upper left-hand side of Block V: 02.
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Question 1: Have you ever had Self-medication during the Last Month?
(Check in Core Block V, Q.5a)
Circle code 1 if ever had self-medication during last month or code 2 if never. Write the circled
code into the provided box. Check the content of box Question 5a, Block V, VSEN98.K for the respective
household member. If inside the box is written code 1 then write code 1 into the box of this question.
Self-medication is an effort of household members by doing self-medication (modern medication,
jamu, kerokan , ice compress, kop, massage) to be healed or at least the health complaints are lightened.
Note:
Before checking the contents in VSEN98.K, ask the respondent whether has ever had selfmedication during last month. If the respondent answers “yes” but the content in box Question 5a, Block V,
VSEN98.K is coded 2, then the data on self-medication has not been recorded in the Core. To be consistent,
Question 5a till 5d VSEN98.K has to be asked once more to the respondent.
Question 2: The expenditures spent
Ask the expenditures spent during last month for self-medication (use medicine), either the expenses
to purchase modern, traditional medication, or others that are considered as medicine. Fill in the expenses
into the box. Medicine received from other people will be estimated.
Question 3: Are there guarantee/Health Insurance for the Needs of Outpatient/Inpatient?
Ask one by one if the respondent has insurance or guarantee expenses for the needs of
outpatient/inpatient. Write code 1 if yes or code 0 if no, for each type of insurance or expenses guarantee
into the provided boxes.
a. Askes (Asuransi Kesehatan = Health Insurance) is the health insurance for civil servants and retired
military members and their family that is organized by PT Persero Askes. Also included private workers
that join Askes.
b.

Astek (Asuransi Tenaga Kerja = Insurance of Workforce)/Jamsostek (Jaminan Sosial Tenaga Kerja=
Social Workforce Guarantee) is insurance for private workforce that is organized by PT Astek.

c.

Company/Office is the company or office provides expenses or place for medication for the workers and
possibly their family when sick.

d.

Other insurance are other specific health insurance that are integrated such as integrated insurance (life,
health and pension) or in other system (credit card) that are organized by a private company or a
foundation (including organized by BUMN/D).

e.

Health Funds is a kind of health insurance organized by the local community that is headed by the health
cadres/KUD Organizers/LKMD. The members pay contributions continuously, then seek medication to
local health services units without paying anymore, because the organizer organizes the payment.

f.

Health Card is a card to obtain free health services that is issued by the local government for unfortunate
families.

Note: The guarantee payment/insurance could be more than one, so ask the source one by one.
Question 4: Did you Undergo Outpatient Treatment in the past Month?
Circle code 1 if ever had outpatient treatment during the past month, code it 2 if has never had
outpatient treatment. Write the circled code in the provided box.
Question 5: Source of Expenses for Outpatient Treatment during the Past Month?
Ask one by one the source of outpatient or inpatient treatment. Write in code 1 if “yes” or code 0 if
“No” inside the provided box for each source of outpatient treatment.
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The concept of Askes, Astek/Jamsostek. Company/Office, Health Fund and Health Card is the same
as Question 3, Block V, VSEN98.MKG.
a. Household is if a part or all of the expenses is paid by the respective households
b. The concepts of point b till e are the same as Question 3 Block V, VSEN98.MKG
f. Jasa Raharja is the insurance for accidents that occur on land, sea or air for victims that died or injured
g. The concepts of point g and h are the same as Question 3 Block V, VSEN98.MKG
i. Letter from the Head of sub-regency/Head of Village is a letter that refers to people who are
financially incapable
j. Others are a part or the whole expenses are not paid by the household but by a relative, friend, donor, etc
that helps pay for the expenses for outpatient treatment.
Note:
The expenses for outpatient treatment could be from several sources, so the contents could be more
than one. Health Card and the Letter from Head of a sub regency is considered as financial source if used by
the respondent to obtain financial dispensation.
Question 6: Question on Outpatient Treatment during Last Month
(Check in Core Block V, Q.6b)
This question will be filled in if Question 6b, Block V, VSEN98.K is written code 1 in one or more
of the health services. If the contents in Question 6b are coded 0, ask the respondent once more. Also if in
question 6b there are contents coded 1 but the Question 6, Block V, VSEN98.MKG is not filled in.
Column 1: Services
a.

State Hospital is a hospital owned by the central government (Cipto Mangunkusumo Hospital) local
government (Labuang Baji Local Hospital), Military (Central Armed Forces Hospital ) or a State Owned
Corporation (Pertamina Hospital)

b.

Private Hospital is a hospital owned privately (example: Mitra Keluarga Hospital)

c.

Doctor is a person who practices private medicine, as a general practitioner, dentist, or a specialist.

d.

Community Health Center (Puskesmas) is a health service unit owned by the government which is in
charge of a community health services for the kecamatan area or the sub-regent’s (example in the Capital
Area of Jakarta. The Puskesmas team, based on a schedule, conducts a Remote Puskesmas to certain
places in their working area to provide services closer to the community.

e.

Puskesmas Pembantu is a health service unit that aids the Puskesmas activities in several working areas
of the Puskesmas; and Polindes (Pondok Bersalin Desa=Village Maternity Huts).

f.

Clinic is a health service unit for out patient treatment without over stay, organized privately, by a
company, foundation, Military or various Departments (without in patient treatment)

g.

Health Provider Practice is private practice conducted by a nurse or midwife

h.

Native Healer/Chinese healer/traditional healer are alternative health practice services including
acupuncture, reflection massage, paranormal.

i.

Village Maternity Huts (Polindes) is a service place to attend birth for the community in a village that is
usually organized by a village midwife.

j.

Integrated Services Post (Posyandu) is an activity of integrated services specifically for immunization,
mother and child health, family planning, prevention of diarrhea and nutrition (weighing and extra
feeding for under-fives); conducted by the community through health cadres under the authorization of a
Community Health Center (Puskesmas)
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Note:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A doctor who heals himself is considered as seeking for medication to a doctor, although the
doctor does not work as a doctor but for example an actor/actress.
A wife consults a doctor concerning her husband’s illness, and the doctor prescribes medicine
this action is categorized as seeking medication to a doctor.
A nurse who heals herself is considered as seeking medication to a health provider.
Consulting an acupuncturist or paranormal is categorized as seeking for medication to a doctor.
If a household member seeks medication abroad, write according to the place/health service
obtained.

Column 2: Total Expenses (in rupiahs)
Ask the total expenses paid for the needs of outpatient and inpatient treatment during the past
month, for each place/health service that provides outpatient treatment that was visited.The expenses for
outpatient covers the expenses for (including prescribed medicine), examination, purchase of ticket,
injection, laboratory, X-rays, minor operation and direct expenses (tips, calling expenses, Xerox copies)
during the past month. The expenses for transportation and buying snacks concerning outpatient treatment is
not included, also normal pregnancy tests and medication for pregnancy (this matter is not included as
outpatient treatment).
Column 3: Expenses Paid by Household (in rupiahs)
Ask the total expenses paid by the household, either partially or the whole expenses for the
outpatient treatment that was visited during the past month.
Note:
1. If all of the expenses were paid by insurance/company and the respondent does not know how much was
covered write in Column (2) the code: 999.
2. If the respondent firstly paid the medication expenses but he/she does not know the percentage of
compensation write in Column (3) the code: 999.
3. If the household received compensation from the company/office partially or the whole expenses, then it
is not considered as paid by the household.

The expenses for outpatient treatment during the past
month (Question 6 Column 3) for the total household
members has to be lesser than the expenses written in
Column 2, Question 20, Block IX, VSEN98.K

Column 4: Obtain Injection
Ask the respondent whether obtained injection during the past month; write code 1 if Yes and code
2 if No inside the provided boxes, for each visited location/outpatient services during the past month. If
coded 2, continue the question to Column 6.
Injection is giving fluid medicine or vitamin through an injection needle by pushing the piston in the
injection tube; the volume is between less than 1cc till several cc usually injected on the buttocks or the
thigh.
Immunization injection, Family Planning injection, Anaesthetic injection (for minor operation, circumcision,
pulling out a tooth) is not classified as injection. Infusion (giving fluid in a large number such as several cc
into the veins usually in the arm, sometimes on the head of feet through an infusion needle, infusion hose and
an infusion tube) is also not classified into injection.
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Note:
If a household member visits the same service place and obtained different injection treatment such
as a household member visited a Puskesmas for 3 times, during the second visit was injected but the first and
third visit did not receive injection then is considered as obtained an injection. So it refers to whether the
household member was injected or not during the past month.
Column 5: Who requested for the injection?
Ask who requested for the injection. Write code 1 if the request was from the household member
and code it 2 if it was requested by the service provider. Write into the provided box for each place of
outpatient treatment service provider that was visited during the past month.
Note:
If the household member obtained more than 1 injection from the same service provider. Example at
the Puskesmas, a household member was injected twice. The household member requested the first injection
and the doctor of the Puskesmas requested the second, so write into Column 5 the healer (Puskesmas doctor),
and choose who requested the last injection.
Column 6: Obtained Medicine
Check if during the same visit the household member that was injected also obtained medicine, if
there is any medicine write it into the Block Notes. Write into the provided boxes code 1 if “Yes” and code it
2 if “No” for each outpatient treatment place/service provider that was visited during the past month.
Column 7: Satisfaction towards the Service
Ask the level of satisfaction towards the service given; write into the provided boxes the appropriate
code for each outpatient treatment place/service provider that was visited during the past month.
Note:
1. If the household member visited the same service place several times the level of satisfaction refers to
the last visit.
2. If the household member is not available write code 9 for the level of satisfaction towards the services.
Column 2 till 6 refers to the past month and column (7) refers to the last visit
Question 7: Frequency of Health Consultation/Health Examination, Pregnancy Examination and
Healthy Baby Examination during the last month.
Write the frequency of health consultation/examination into the provided boxes for each
place/service provider. If during the past month the frequency is 8 times or more, write 8 into the box code.
Note:
The respondent may visit several places/service providers during the past month, so ask all
places/service providers one by one.
Health consultation is visiting a health service provider to discuss health complaints not to obtain
medication, including Family Planning consultation and consultation to a doctor.
Medical check-up is observing and examining the health level of a person whether has complaints or not in
order to detect if there are any diseases, disturbances or other disorders as soon as possible. Medical checkup could be done as a general check-up or just a part of the body (check-up) or a small part of the body
(screening). Medical check-up could be conducted on the request of an institute; such as when applying for a
driver’s license, hire employment, higher rank position, specific esselon, check a haj pilgrim candidate.
Column 8: The Sum of Expenses
Write the sum of expenses that was spent for in Column 7 for the whole health consultation/checkup in rupiahs.
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Column 9: Has ever been an inpatient during the past 12 Months?
Circle code 1 if has or is currently an inpatient during the past month, circle code 2 if not. Write the
circled code into the provided boxes.
Inpatient treatment is a healing effort of the respondent that suffers from illness in a modern or
traditional health service unit where the respondent stays overnight for a night or more. Also included as
inpatient when giving birth either normal or abnormal labour.
Question 10: Source for Inpatient Expenses during the Last 12 Months
(Only for household members that has been an inpatient)
Ask one by one the source for inpatient expenses; write into the provided boxes code 1 if “Yes”,
code it 2 if “No” for each type of source for inpatient expenses.
Note:
The source for inpatient expenses could be from more than one source, so ask one by one from a to
j.
Question 11: Question on Inpatient Treatment During the past 12 Months
(Only for household members that has been an inpatient)
Column 1: Services
a.
d.
e.
f.
g.

to c. The concept of State Hospital, Private Hospital, Puskesmas are the same as Question 6a, Question
6b and Question 6d.
Maternity House is a place that provides services specifically for giving birth in the urban area,
organized by an individual, private or a foundation, minimally headed by a midwife.
Village Maternity Huts (Polindes) is a place that provides services specifically for giving birth in the
rural area headed by a midwife.
Inpatient Traditional Healer (Dukun) usually conducted by certain traditional healers that are already
famous such as in Cimande.
Others such as temporarily an inpatient in a private clinic located in an isolated area.

Note:
If a respondent was an inpatient overseas, it is considered as an inpatient in a private hospital.
Column 2: Duration of Treatment
Ask how many days was an inpatient during the past 12 months and write it into the provided boxes
for each type of inpatient place/service provider. Total the days of inpatient treatment if the place of an
inpatient place/service provider was more than once.
Column 3: Total Expenses (in rupiahs)
The contents of Column 3 have to be more than Column 4.
Ask the total expenses spent for the need of inpatient treatment during the past 12 months, for each
inpatient place/service provider. The expenses covers medication, examination, treatment, laboratory
examination, X-rays and other direct expenses, including the expenses for an ambulance during the 12 past
months.
The non-ambulance transportation expenses such as the costs for family that waits/accompany the
patient is not included in the inpatient expenses.
Column 4: Paid by the Household (in rupiahs)
Ask the total expenses paid by the household, either partially or the whole expenses for the inpatient
treatment during the 12 past months for each inpatient place/service provider. Total the expenses for
inpatient treatment if the inpatient place/service provider is more than once.
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The total expenses for inpatient during the past 12 months
(Question 11 Column 4) for all household patients has to be lesser
or the same as the expenses written in Column 3
Question 20, Block IX, VSEN98.K

Column 5:Satisfaction Towards Services
Ask the level of satisfaction towards the service given; write into the provided boxes the appropriate
code for each inpatient treatment place/service provider during the past 12 months. If the household member
is not interviewed write code 9.
Question 12 till 14 is only asked to Household Members
Aged 0-59 Months (Under-Fives/Balita)

Question 12 till 14 are aimed to understand the routine of parents measuring the growth of their child such as
by weighing the child.
Question 12: How Many Times was Your Child weighed During the Past 6 Months?
Write how many times was the child weighed during the past 6 months, if the number is more than 8
then write 8 but if never write zero (0).
Write in Question 12 the weighing conducted at a health service point such as a Posyandu, Puskesmas or at
the doctor’s practice that is usually written in a card (KMS, Immunization card, or other type of card).
Question 13a: If Q.12

0, When was the Last Time Weighed

Write into the provided area the date and month of the last weighing recorded in the weighing card
of the child, then write the month into the provided box.
Question 13b: Weight of Under-Five (Balita) based on the Last Record
Write the weight of the Under-Five/Balita in kilograms with one figure behind a comma based on
what is written in the card for the last weighing that has been written in Question 13a.
Note:
If the weighing card (KMS etc) is at the Posyandu cadre, the card should be borrowed from them.
If the card or the record of weighing result is not available then question 13a and 13b is left empty.
Question 14a and 14b: Weight of Under-Fives by the Weighing Administrators and Date of Weighing
Write the weight of Under-Fives by the weighing administrators in the provided places in question
14b in kilograms with one figure behind the comma and the date of weighing in question 14a then write into
the provided boxes based on the procedures.
The weight of the Under-Fives is weighed using a portable hanging scale (dacin) and written in
kilograms with one figure behind the comma (example 12.7kg). Weighing will be difficult if the UnderFives live far away from each other. It would be more convenient if the weighing is conducted in the house
of a respondent’s house, a posyandu cadre or at the posyandu. Schedule the time of weighing with the
Under-Fives parents’ activities. The officers should weigh the Under-Fives by asking the selected household
samples to bring their Under-Fives during the Posyandu is open at the sample location. This will lighten the
officers’ burden.
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How to weigh a child’s weight:
a)

The balance of the dacin has to be checked. In the condition of using no weight, the dacin has to point
to the number 0 (zero). Also check the scale weights using 1 kg and 100 grams. When the dacin is
going to be used it has to hang tightly to avoid falling when a child is being weighed (test by pulling
down strongly the dacin pole). The dacin has to be hung on a strong branch of a tree, a house crossbeam
or a three-legged support and try to hang the scale pole at the height of the eye level.
Picture of location of hanging the dacin
Pull down strongly the dacin pole

Picture of a woman pulling down the dacin

b) In order to ease the weighing, first hang the container of where the child will be placed for weighing
(weighing pants, weighing box or weighing sarong). Then balance the scales by putting weight on the
weighing pole using sand or something else, the movable pendulum has to point to zero. In order to
understand the balances see the dacin’s ‘knives’ (two pointed shaped indicator). The dacin always has to
be balanced with the movable pendulum on the zero every time an Under-Five is going to be weighed.

Picture of hanging the weighing container

Picture of balancing the scales using sand

Remember:
Slide the movable pendulum to 0 (zero)

c)

The results of weighing could be observed on the scales written along the weighing pole, observe from
the front of the dacin. If the pendulum is located between 2 lines of weighing scales the number should
be rounded downwards. Read to the nearest 100 grams scale. At a certain period such as after weighing
50 children the dacin has to be checked once more, including the scale weight of 1 kg and 100 grams.

1)
2)
3)
4)

When weighing a child please pay attention on the following:
Try weighing a child in a calm condition (not struggling)
Place the child carefully to avoid falling
Make sure the child is not holding on to the mother/something that can effect the weighing results
A child has to be weighed wearing minimum clothing, without wearing a hat, shoes, thick clothing,
hand/ankle bracelets and others that may effect the weighing results.

Question 15 till 18: Only Asked to Household Members
Aged Over 1 Year Old
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Question 15: Breakfast Habits during the Past 6 Months
Circle code 1 if the frequency of breakfast is everyday code 2 if the frequency is sometimes, and
code 3 if never. Write the circled code into the provided boxes, not including sahur (eating at dawn for
fasting during the daytime).
Question 16: Do you Usually brush Your Teeth Everyday?
Ask if the respondent usually brushes their teeth or help brush the teeth of Under-Fives (Balita) everyday.
Brushing teeth is to clean teeth using a factory made toothbrush or uses coconut fiber. So brushing teeth
using grind bricks or chewing beetle leaves is not included as brushing teeth.
Ask if the respondent usually brushes their teeth directly after every meal, before going to bed at night, when
waking up in the morning and others (such as when taking a bath in the evening/night or before sholat
(before praying). Write the code 1 if Yes and code 2 if No, into the provided boxes for each habit.
Question 17: Ever had the Dentist Check your Teeth/Dental Check-up during the Past 6 Months?
Ask if during the past 6 months the respondent had their teeth examined by a dentist/nurse whether
has a toothache or not. The examination occurred because the respondent came to a dentist/nurse or the
reverse the dentist/nurse came to the community (example: Posyandu, School, Remote Puskesmas) where the
respondent lives.
Circle the code 1 if Yes or code 2 if No and write the code into the provided boxes.
If Question 17 is coded 2, continue to question 19 for household members aged over 15 years old, or
the interview is complete if the household members are less than 15 years old (continue the interview to the
next household member).
Question 18: What was the Objective of the Examination?
Ask the respondent what was the objective of the examination at the dentist/nurse, was it for
medication (for a toothache, filling cavities), install false teeth, teeth care (cleaning tartar, pulling out milk
teeth) denture check-up or others (such as disordered teeth). Circle the appropriate code answer then add the
circled numbers and write the total into the provided boxes.
Question 19 and 20 is Only for Household Members
Aged Over 15 Years Old

Question 19: Did you Experience Sleep Disorders during the Past Month?
Sleep Disorders is the disorders during sleeping not caused by physical disease/disorders (such as fever,
toothache, a boil, medication or a child crying, mosquitoes, etc) but is caused by as follows:
Insomnia (difficulties in sleeping): a person has difficulties in sleeping (able to sleep after lying down
several hours) or to stay asleep. It minimally happens 3 times a week, minimal during a month; the quantity
and quality of sleep that is very scarce that causes the social function and work is disturbed.
Hypersomnia (sleeps a lot): a person experiences sleepiness during the daytime and sleeps a lot, not because
lack of sleep in the night, it happens minimal during one month, causes social function and work is disturbed.
Sleep Terror : a person wakes up once or more during sleeping that begins with a panic shout, worry, fast
heartbeat, shivering, short breath and sweating.
Somnambulism (sleep walking): a person walks “unconsciously” and usually returns back to bed; but in the
morning does not remember what happened.
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Question 20: What is the First Action that has to be Done If Experiences Burned Injuries
Ask what is the first thing to do if experience burned injuries (caused by fire, hot cooking oil, boiling water,
or other hot objects).
If the respondent answers that the burnt wound has to be sprayed or immersed in cold water for several
minutes, the answer is considered correct. But if the respondent answers that the burnt wound has to be
given butter, toothpaste, honey, hair oil and others, then the answer is wrong.

Question 21 and 22 is Only Asked to Household Members
aged Over 30 Years Old

Question 21: Did you undergo a General Health Check-up during the Past Five Years?
This question aims to understand one of the healthy ways of life that is having a periodically general
check-up to determine the health level not to cure a disease. By having a general check-up a person’s health
level could be determined also various diseases either the symptoms or has occurred could be detected
earlier. Based on this general check-up the person will be advised to maintain or increase their health, also
obtain further specific examinations or medication to heal the disease. Ask the respondent if ever had a
general check-up during the past 5 years.
The general check-up usually covers focused interview on the health history, physical examinations (using a
stethoscope, measure blood pressure, etc) the laboratory examination (blood chemicals, routine blood,
routine urine, feces) X-rays, ECG (Electro Cardio Gram) women is added with a Pap Smear test.
A general check-up minimum conducts an interview on the history of health, physical tests and X-rays.
Circle the code 1 if Yes and code 2 if No. Write the circled codes into the provided boxes. If question 21 is
coded 2, continue to question 23 if the respondent is a female, if it is a male the interview is over and
continue to the next household member.
Question 22: Was there any complete Laboratory Tests (Blood Chemicals, Urine), x-rays and ECG
Conducted in the General Check-Up?
Ask once more whether there were any complete Laboratory Tests such as Blood Chemicals
(example cholesterol level), routine blood (example the degree of Hb-Haemoglobin), routine urine, x-rays
and ECG (Electro Cardio Gram – checking on the electricity field activity of the heart). Circle code 1 if Yes,
code 2 if No. Write the circled code into the provided box.

Question 23 till 26 is Asked Only to Women
aged Over 30 years old
(interviewer should apologize first before asking the question)

Question 23: Ever Know or Heard of SADARI (Periksa Payudara Sendiri = Check your own Breasts)?
Ask if the household member ever knows/heard about SADARI to detect lumps on the breasts,
circle code 1 if Yes or code 2 if No. Write the circled code into the provided box.
SADARI is checking own breasts that is done 1 week after menstruation begins or on a certain date
every month by women who has stopped menstruating (menopause) to detect lumps or other breasts disorder,
also early detection on breast cancer.
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The examination is conducted by the woman herself principally has 3 ways which is touching while
standing up or sitting down (usually during a bath). Also looking into a mirror with both arms down beside
the body, lift up arms, arms on the waist and pressing the nipples and circular movements while lying down.
Question 24: How Many Times did you do SADARI during the Past Year?
Ask how many times did you do SADARI during the past year; circle the appropriate code and write
it into the provided boxes. If during a month it is done more than once, then it is considered as only once in
that month.
Question 25: Ever Know/Heard about Pap Smear Test?
Ask if the household member ever knows/heard about Pap Smear test to detect cancer. Circle the
code 1 if Yes or code 2 if No. Write the circled code into the provided box.
Pap Smear Test is a test founded by Dr. George N. Papanicolou, for early detection on cancer of the cervix.
A midwife, obstetrician or a general practitioner usually does this test by taking a sample of the cervix liquid
using a wooden spatula. The liquid is spread on a piece of test glass, which is put under a microscope after
fixation and colored by an expert.
Cervical cancer starts from the phase of pre-cancer. The pre-cancer phase can be completely cured, that it
the reason why the Pap Smear test is very important to detect cancer at a very early stage. The Pap Smear
test does not cause pain, it is quick and the price is reasonable.
Question 26:When was the Last Pap Smear (Only for those that are married)
Ask the respondent when did she have her last Pap Smear Test, was it 1, 2, 3 or more than 3 years
ago or has never. Circle the appropriate code and fill into the provided box.
G. Block VI Eating Pattern during the Past Month
Frequency of Consumption/Eating
This question is asked to understand/see the frequency pattern of the household consume various
food during the last month.
How to fill in the questionnaire is classified as follows:
1 = if consumes everyday or nearly everyday (6-7 times a week)
2 = if consumes 2 –5 times a week
3 = if consumes once a week
4 = if consumes between 1 – 3 times a month
5 = does not consume
Note:
If in one day consume more than 1 time is counted as consume once. Example if consumes food
type of noodles, 3 times a day which is morning, noon and afternoon, it is considered as the frequency is 1
time.
Types of food consumed by the household members during the past month covered in this survey
are:
1. Rice and its products such as fermicelli
2. Flour and its products such as bread but not including noodles, etc
3. Tuber and its products such as cassava, sweet potato, taro, dried cassava, etc.
4. Sago and its products such as caked made from sago (not including tapioca)
5. Corn: all types of corn either wet or dried
6. Noodles: all types of noodles either wet or dried
7. Instant noodles: packaged noodles with spices/sauce such as Supermie, Indomie, Sarimie, etc
8. Soya bean cake: clear enough
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9. Tofu: clear enough
10. Pulses and its products such as peanuts, mung beans, kidney beans, lima beans, peanut sauce to be mixed
with vegetables (gado-gado sauce, pecel sauce), peanut sauce to be eaten with meat/chicken on skewers
(satay sauce), tengteng (crushed peanuts sweetened with brown sugar), fermented soya bean cake, etc.
11. Sea fish and its products
12. Fresh fish and its products
13. Preserved fish: all types of fermented fish such as dried fish, smoked fish, dried salted fish, dried
sweetened fish, dried shredded fish, salted fish without drying, dried salted squid, fish powder, etc.
14. Canned fish such as Sardines and several brands such as Botan, Gaga, etc
15. Fresh Meat: are all types of four legged livestock such as cow, goat, buffalo, pig, horse, etc.
16. Preserved meat: are all types of meat that are preserved such as dried shredded meat, dried sweetened
meat, smoked beef, ham, sausages, etc.
17. Canned meat: are all types of meat in a can such as corned beef, etc.
18. Chicken/Poultry: all types of meat that are from poultry/chicken such as purebred chicken and non
purebred chicken, duck, manila duck, etc.
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VI.

A.

CHARACTERISTICS OF EDUCATION, HOUSING AND SETTLEMENTS
(VSEN98.MPP)

General
This list is used to record the characteristics on education, housing and settlements. In the field of
education covers the characteristics of education and the activities of household members aged 5 –
39 years old, the activities of children aged 5 – 9 years old and the education expenditures of
household members that still attend school. While in the field of housing and settlement the
characteristic covers the physical condition, residential building, housing equipment and the
environment condition.

B.

Block I. Identification of Location
Question 01 – 10 : Write down the name and province code, regency/municipality, sub-regent,
village/kelurahan, urban area/rural, enumeration area number, segment group number and Susenas
code sample number (NKS), and the household serial number in the provided boxes. Questions 1 –
10 are taken from Question 01 to 010 Block I VSEN98.DSRT List or VSEN98.MKG List for the
same households. Question 11: is filled in by the editor during data processing.

C.

Block II. Household Characteristics
This block contains several characteristics of the household. The content of Question 1 has to be the
same as the contents of Block IV Column 2 first row. The content of Question 2 has to be the same
as Block IV Column 1 where Column 2 is filled in and is the last row. Question 1 and Question 2
has to be the same as Question 1 and Question 2, Block II, VSEN98.MKG. The contents of
Question 03 has to be the same as the number of code 1 in Column 6 Block IV. The contents of
Question 4 has to be the same as the number of code 1 in Column 7 Block IV and has to be the same
as the number of filled in pages of Block V.

D.

Block III. Information on Enumerator
In this block the person who is responsible on the filling in and checking the list, also when was the
enumeration, supervision and checking was conducted. The content of this block has to be the same
as the content in Block III VSEN98.MKG.

E.

Block IV. Characteristics of Household Members
This block records all main characteristics of each household member, including head of the
household, sex and age. Besides that the information on the participation in Kindergarten/ Bustanul
Athfal (BA), Raidatul Athfal (RA), school participation and the mother tongue.
Column 1 – 5: Fill in the serial number, name of household members, relationship with head of the
household, sex and age based on the contents in Column 1 – 5, Block V, VSEN98.MKG.
Column 6: This column is only asked (filled) to household members aged 3 till 7 years old. Write in
the code 1 if still I Kindergarten (including BA and RA), code 2 if has never/not in Kindergarten
anymore.
Column 7: This column is asked (filled) to household members aged 5 till 39 years old.
Write in the code 1 if still in school, code 2 if never has/does not attend school anymore.
Column 8 and 9: Write the mother tongue of each household member in the provided place, the
code box is filled in by the editor during data processing.
The aim of asking the mother tongue is to understand the various cultures and ethnic groups that
will be related to other various communities characteristics.
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Mother tongue is the ethnic group of the mother (based on the mother’s side).
Note:
If the respondent is taught the Indonesian language by his/her parents, and the parents are
from the Dayak ethnic group, then the mother tongue of the respondent is the Dayak language.
F.

Block V. Education and Activities of Household Members Aged 5 – 39 years Old.
This block aims to obtain the visualization on the education characteristics of household members
aged 5 – 39 years old, and the workforce of household members aged 5 – 9 years old. The
education characteristics covers the school participation, the year when enrolled school and
graduated, the reasons of not/has never attended school, the reasons why is not attending school
anymore, reasons on why did not continue school, participation on courses, the courses expenses
and the habits of having breakfast.

Name and Serial Number of Household Members
Write the name and serial number of the respondent based on Column 2 and Column 1, Block IV,
VSEN98.MPP for household members aged 5 – 39 years old (Column 5, Block IV written 5 – 39).
Question 1: School Participation (Check in Core Block V Question 14)
Circle the code 1, 2, or 3 and write into the provided boxes. The content of Question 1 has to be the
same as Question 14, Block V, VSEN98.K. If it is coded 1 continue to Question 5a. The content of
Question 1 has to be the same as Question 14, Block V, VSEN98.K, if different then the core enumerator or
module has to ask the question once more for checking the validity of the answer.
Active following education is those that are registered and is following the studying process at a school or
other than a school.
School is a formal school starting from basic education till the highest education including the ‘A’ Package,
which is equivalent to Elementary School, the ‘B’ Package, is equivalent to Secondary School, Vocational
School organized by other departments besides the Department of Education and Culture. In the Core
Susenas 1998 schools not included are pre school education (play group, nursery); Islamic School; courses
such as typing, computer, languages (although stated as a school) and official courses such as Seskoad,
Sepala/Adum, Sepadya/Spama, Sespa/Spamen.
Basic education level covers Elementary School, Islamic Elementary School or equivalent, also Secondary
School, Islamic Secondary School, the ‘A’ Package which is the same level as Elementary School. Also
Economic Secondary School, Technical School, Home Economics Secondary School or equivalent
(Vocational School are the same level as Secondary under authorization of the Department other than
Ministry of Education and Culture).
Secondary education level covers the public secondary school, vocational secondary school (such as
Economics Secondary School, Technical Secondary School, Tourism Secondary School, Educational
Secondary School) Islamic High School or equivalent (vocational school under authority of other
departments than Department of Education and Culture).
High education level covers all education higher than a Public High School, Vocational High School and
equivalent.
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Public Secondary School and Vocational Secondary School is categorized as secondary school.
High education is categorized in 2 programs such as:
1.

Degree program is a program which stresses on the formation of academic specialties, which
are specialist in research of a certain discipline, technology or arts organized by an educational
institution, covering bachelor’s, undergraduate, post-graduate and doctoral education.

2.

Non-degree program is a program which stresses on the formation of a professional specialist in
skills and application of a certain field of knowledge, technology or art.

Diploma Non-degree program has several levels as follows:
-

Diploma I (D I)
Diploma II (DII)
Diploma III (DIII)
Diploma IV (DIV)

Non-degree Specialist Program has several levels as follows:
-

Specialist I (Sp. I) equivalent to a Post Graduate degree
Specialist II (Sp. II) equivalent to a Doctoral degree

Not/never attended school are those who has not or never have been registered and not yet active at an
education level
Still attending school are those who are registered and actively attending a formal education level. Not
including those that are following education at a Islamic Secondary School
Not attending school anymore are those who were registered and were actively attending an education at a
certain level but at the time of enumeration, is not registered and not actively attending an education. For
those who are registered and active in an A1-A100 Study Group Program (Kejar Paket A1-A100) is
considered not in school anymore.
Note:
‘A’ Package Study Group: is a National program with the main objective is to eliminate illiterate and is
aimed for all age groups.
Equivalent ‘A’ Package:

is a National program designed to accommodate The Nine Years Compulsory
Study Program and is aimed for the community aged 7-12 years old who have
dropped out from Elementary School.

Equivalent ‘B’ Package:

is a National program designed to accommodate The Nine Years Compulsory
Study Program and is aimed for the community aged 13-15 years old who have
dropped out from Secondary School/not accepted in Secondary School.

Question 2: Education History
Ask the respondent the level of education attained/currently attending starting from pre-school till
the last level of education attained/currently attending. Write into the box in Column 1 (K1) the code of level
of school that is coordinated by Ministry of Education and Culture, Ministry of Religion and others
(Department of Social Affairs, Ministry of Health etc). Code 1 for the school organized by the Department of
Education and Culture. Code 2: if the school is organized by the Ministry of Religion and Code 3: if the
school is organized by other departments such as Ministry of Health, Ministry of Agriculture and others.
Write into Column 2 (K2) the year of enrolment and in Column 3 (K3) for the year stopped the level of
education. Write in the last 2 digits only (the year 1973 is written 73).
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Note:
1.
2.
3.

If the respondent is still in school, write the code 00 in Column 3 (K3) in the level of education
that is currently followed
If the respondent graduated from a certain level of education and is no longer in school write
code 0 in K.1 for the next level of education
If the respondent has never attended kindergarten write code 8 in Column 1 (K1)

Write in Column 4 (K4) code 1 if the respondent has attended the same level twice and code 2 if not, based
on the level of education attained/currently attended.
If question 1 is coded 2 or 3, write the year of enrollment and when stopped attending school, starting from
the level of pre-school, secondary school till the highest level of education.
Note:
a. The year of school enrollment is the Roman calendar when the respondent is registered and
active in the lowest level, nol kecil or nol besar (level for the kindergarten/BA/RA); first grade
for other levels.
b. The year stopped attending school is the year a person is not registered or not active anymore
following an education at the certain level.
Example:
Nani has graduated from an Islamic High School and has never attended kindergarten school.
Entered the first grade of Elementary School in 1964 and graduated the 6th level in 1970; entered Islamic
Secondary School in 1970 and graduated the 3rd level in 1974 (attended 2nd level twice) and entered the
Islamic High School in 1974 and graduated in 1977.
How to fill in the boxes are as follows:

(K1)

(K2)

(K3)

(K4)

Q.2a

8

Q.2b

1

6

4

7

0

2

Q.2c

2

7

0

7

4

1

Q.2d

2

7

4

7

7

2

Q2.e

0

Question 3: If Q.1 = 3, Have you Graduated from the Last Level of Education?
This question is asked to a respondent when during enumeration was not attending school anymore
or Question 2 Column “stopped” is not filled in with 00 for the highest level. A respondent is said has
graduated the last level of education, if has graduated the final examinations. Circle the code 1 if the
respondent has graduated from the last level of education or code 2 if has not graduated from the last level of
education. Continue to Question 5c if code 1 is circled or to Question 5b if code 2 is circled.
If the respondent has completed the last level of education and has followed the final examinations
but has not graduated, then the respondent is classified has not yet graduated from the related level.
Question 4: If Q.1 = 2, Would you want to Continue to a Higher Level?
This question is asked to respondents that are still in school or Question 2 Column “stopped” is
filled in with 00. This question is to understand the desired future plans of the respondent’s education.
Circle code 1 if the respondent wishes to continue to a general higher level of education after graduates from
the education currently attending or Code 2 if wishes to continue to a vocational higher level of education.
Write the code into the box on the right. Then continue to question 6a. If the respondent does not wish to
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continue to a higher level of education circle code 3 and write code 3 into the box on the right, then continue
the question to Question 5c. If the respondent is still in Elementary School and would like to continue to
Secondary School circle code 1.
Note:
General for the level of High School is Public High School and Islamic High School
Vocational for the level of High School is other than High School and Islamic High School
General for the level of University is Undergraduate (S1) and Diploma (D IV).
Vocational is for the level of Academy is DI, DII and DIII/Academy

Level of Education

General

Vocational

High School

Public /Islamic High School

Technical High School, Home Economics
High School

University

S1, D.IV

D1, DII, DIII/Academy

Question 5a: Why has not/never has attended school?
Question 5b: Why stopped attending school?
Question 5c: Why does not want to continue school?
How to fill in:
There are 3 questions here but for each respective respondent only one question is asked, it depends
on the answers of the previous question.
If the respondent has not/never has attended school (Question 1 = 2), ask Question 5a.
If the respondent stopped attending school (Question 1 = 3 and Question 3 = 2), then ask
Question 5b.
If the respondent has completed the last education level but did not continue (Question 3 = 1) or
respondent is currently following school and does not wish to continue to a higher level of
education (Question 4 = 3), ask Question 5c.
The criteria of the answers are:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

Because of age is the respondent is considered/considers that his/her age is to old to follow a
certain level of education
Was not accepted/incapable mind/grades are not enough to continue
Was not accepted is a condition where a respondent does not fulfill the requirements of the
school enrolled, such as did not pass the examinations.
Incapable mind is if the respondent feels that his mind/intelligence is incapable to follow
school.
Grades are not enough to continue if the respondent has grades that does not fulfill the
requirements to enroll in a certain school.
Works as a family worker is working and does not receive salary/wages in-cash or in-goods.
Does not work, as a family worker is working that aims to receive salary/wages in-cash or ingoods.
Financial problems is if the respondent or family is incapable to provide educational expenses
Feels that the education is enough is if the respondent considers that the attained education is
enough and does not need to continue school to a higher class/level.
Dislike/no motivation/ashamed
Dislike is if the respondent dislikes the school activities
Example: dislikes a teacher, dislikes waking-up in the morning, dislike has to leave for school
everyday
No Motivation is if the respondent considers going to school or not is the same.
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Example:
A person considers that either has graduated from Elementary School or Secondary School
has the same difficulty to seek for a job.
Ashamed is if the respondent is ashamed to attend school due to several different conditions.
Example: feels ashamed because there is a age difference from his/her friends, the family
economy or the posture difference compared to other friends.
8.

The school is far if the respondent considers that the distance of the school is too far from
his/her home and is difficult to reach.

9.

Married/has a family if the respondent feels that he/she is very busy/inappropriate to go to
school after being married/has a family

10. Sick/handicapped
Sick if a respondent considers/feels that his/her health is disturbed and can not go to school.
Handicapped is if the respondent is considers/feels that his soul/body is deformed.
11. Is on leave/enrolled to a higher level
On leave (still registered but non-active) is if the respondent temporarily stops the school
activities but is still registered as a student.
Enrolled to a higher level is if the respondent is waiting for the results of registration to a
higher level.
12. Help take care of the householdis if the respondent feels it is impossible to go to school
because has to take care/helps to take care of the household.
Question 6a: Participation on Courses
Circle code 1 if the respondent has joined a course, code 2 if is currently joining a course. Circle
the code 1 and code 2 if has ever and currently joining a course, then write code 3 into the provided box.
If the respondent has never joined a course circle the code 0.
A Course is conducting non-formal education that has a certain curriculum, certain time frame and a certain
place organized by an institute/foundation. The studying period/course is usually less than a year and
receives a certificate. An official course is not included into the course group mentioned here.
Question 6b: Type of course that has ever/currently joining
Write code 1 in Column has ever (P)/currently (S) if the household member has ever/currently
joining a course based on its type.
The type of course recorded in this question refers to the criteria used by the Department of
Education and Culture.
a. Language course such as Indonesian Language, English, Dutch, Japanese, French, Germany,
Arabic, Mandarin, Italian, etc.
b. Computer course is a course that relates on how to operate a computer and programming such
as for Word Star (WS), Lotus, Q pro, Microsoft Windows (Winword), Word Perfect (WP),
Dbase etc.
c. Technical course and its types covers electronics, car/motor cycle reparation, making dentures,
supervising and building system, automotive, metal machinery mechanic, welding, etc.
d. Office courses covers typing, accountancy, secretary, office administration, management,
administrative marketing, administrative banking, administrative library, administrative
insurance, administrative statistics, administrative export import, correspondence, general
administration, cooperative, etc.
e. Housekeeping courses such as catering, home decorating, fashion, cosmetics, etc.
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f.
g.
h.

Course on Services covers hotel and tourism, driving lessons, journalism, carpentry,
stenography, tax consultant, photography and domestic help/babysitter, etc.
Specific course covers public relation, tutor studying, general knowledge, magician, acrobat,
entrepreneur ship, modeling, vocal, music and attractiveness, etc.
Others that are not mentioned from a to g.

Question 7: Average monthly expenditures for all types of courses that are currently followed
Write the average monthly expenditures for all types of courses that are currently followed and write
into the box in thousand rupiahs. The course expenses paid by another party have to be estimated (including
the transportation fee).
Example:
A respondent joins 4 types of courses to improve his/her skills that are typing, accountancy, sewing
and computer. The average expenses that are spent each month are as follows:
- Typing
Rp
30,000
- Accountancy
Rp
35,000
- Sewing (package 1)
Rp
50,000
- Computer
Rp
25,000
The total of Rp140,000 has to be written into the boxes :
0

1

4

0

Question 8a: What do you usually eat/drink in the morning?
The answer that is circled could be more than one code. If the respondent does not eat/drink at all,
write the code 00. In the morning is the period of waking up in the morning till 10:00.
Question 9: If Q1 = 2 and Q2b k3 = 00, Do you receive Extra Feeding at School (PMTAS) during the
past week?
Write the total of extra feeding if the respondent received extra feeding at school during the past
week, and write the code 0 if does not receive any extra feeding.
The objective of giving extra feeding to students at school (PMTAS) in the year 1997/1978 is all
Elementary School/Islamic Elementary School students in a Public and Private Elementary School/Islamic
Elementary School. These schools are located in least developed villages and given PMTAS at least 3 times
a week or 108 times in one studying period.
Extra feeding is a snack that uses the local agriculture basic products and has to contain 300 calories
and 5 grams protein for each child every day of the PMTAS, or is a minimum 15% increase from the calories
and protein needed each day. The total is the same value as the calorie and protein intake of a breakfast
pattern of a village child or equivalent with money to buy snack Rp250,- for the Western part of Indonesia
and Rp350,- for the Eastern part of Indonesia.
The main basic material for extra feeding is the source of carbohydrate such as tuber, sago, cereals
(rice, corn, mung bean, etc), and fruits. The purchased products of factory or industry also food from a
friend, teacher and others are not included as extra feeding. But for various products that are not/is not
produced from the local village obtained from the neighboring villages is still considered as extra feeding.
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Question 10 – 16, Only Asked to Children Aged 5 – 9 Years Old

Question 10a and 10b: Activities Conducted and the Most Frequent Activities during the Past Week?
Ask one by one for each activity that is conducted by a respondent during the past week. Write code
1 if Yes and code 0 is No into the provided boxes for each activity conducted during the past week.
The Past Week is a time reference for 7 consecutive days that ended a day before the enumeration date. If
the enumeration date was on January 19, 1998 the week was from January 12 till 18, 1998.
Activities covers the activities to work for seeking earnings/help seeking earnings, going to school, taking
care of the household, seeking for work etc (joining a course, exercising, recreation) excluding inability to
conduct activities because of handicapped or old aged.
The most frequent activities conducted are the most time consuming compared to others. The most time
consuming activity is compared to the time used for working, school, household work, seeking for a job and
others (courses, sports, recreation). Time used for family gatherings, visiting families, leisure, sleeping and
playing are not considered for comparison.
Example: Indra, a scholar at the 2nd grade of an Islamic High School attends school for 3 hours a day from
Monday till Friday. After school he sells newspaper for 4 hours a day. In this case the most time consuming
activity is working even though e goes to school.
Working is an activity to obtain/help obtain earnings at least an hour during the past week. Working for an
hour has to be conducted consecutively non-stop. Salary or profit covers salary/wages including all benefits
and income from lease, interest or profit, in cash or in-goods.
Information:
a.

Conducting a work in the concept of working is an economy activity that produces goods or services.

b.

A person who conducts activities of planting cultivation where the production is for self consumption is
considered as not working except the plant cultivation are main food such as rice, corn, sago and or
palawija=second crop (cassava, sweet potato, potato).

c.

Household members that help the work of head of the household or other household members, example
in the rice field, stall/shop etc is considered as working although they do not receive salary/wages
(unpaid worker)

d.

A person that hires machines/farm machinery, industrial machines, party instruments, transportation
mode and others is categorized as working.

e.

Domestic help are categorized as working, also as household members of their employer or as non
household members

f.

A unskilled farm worker and free lance unskilled worker who is waiting for a job is considered as not
working

School is an activity to attend a school at the primary level, secondary or institutional education/university.
Household work is an activity of doing household work/helping without receiving salary/wages.
Note:
A housewife or her children does household activities such as cooking, washing etc is categorized as
taking care of a household. Help that does the same activities but receive salary/wages is not categorized as
taking care of a household but is categorized as working.
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Others are an activity besides working, attending school, household work and trying to obtain employment.
Also those who are incapable to conduct activities, such as old aged people, handicapped and those who
obtain pension and do not work anymore.
Other categories are divided into 2 groups:
a)

Sports, courses, picnic and social activities (organization, voluntary work)

b) Sleeping, leisure, playing and not engaged in any activities.
Activities for comparison to determine which activity is most time consuming are those categorized in group
a).
If the most frequent activity conducted was working or Question 10b = 1, go directly to Question
13a, ask the number of working days and the working hours from the entire job.
Question 11: Did you Work for Earnings/Help Find Earnings Minimum 1 Hour During the Past
Week?
Circle code 1 if respondent answers “Yes” or code 2 if the respondent answers “No”. If the answer
is coded 1, continue to Question 13a.
This question is asked to understand if there are any activities besides attending school, taking care
of the household and so on, respondent also conducts work at least 1 hour during the past week. In this
activity, the respondent may work part time, family workers at a stall or at a rice field/plantation etc.
Question 12: Are you Employed but is Temporarily not Working for Earnings/Help Find Earnings
During the Past Week?
Circle Code 1 if the respondent answers “yes” or Code 2 if respondent answers “no”. If the answer is coded
2, continue to Block VI.
Those who are categorized as employed but is temporarily not working are those who have a job/ business
but during the past week did not work because of several causes such as sick, waiting for harvest, or on
strike. Also those who has just had a job but during the past week has not started working.
Question 13:Total Work Day...days
Workdays are the days when someone does a working activity minimum 1 (one) hour continuously during
the past week.
Question 13b: Total of Working Hours from the Entire Work Everyday during the Past Week
Write down the total working hours every day during the past week in the boxes based on the
appropriate working days and then fill in the total working hours during a the past week in the provided box
(box b). Also fill in the total working days during the past week in the box above it (box a).
Working hours are the time period (in hours) used for working.
Information:
a.
b.

For children who usually have a fixed working time, the calculation of working hours should be
subtracted with the official break time.
The working hours of a vendor is calculated starting from the time they leave their home for work up to
the time they are back home, subtracted with the hours that are not considered as working hours such as
a visit to families/friends etc. The estimation of working time for vendors covers the activities of
purchasing basic materials to the market, cooking, preparation of food merchandise, selling the
merchandise and arranging the merchandise utensils.
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Total working hours is the length of time (in hours) used for working starting from work being conducted
during the past week. The estimation starts from a day ago (7th day) 2 days ago (6th day) etc up to 7 days ago
(1st day) then total all the working hours. If the respondent is temporarily not working write down the
number 00.
Example:
13 a. Total working days : ……5…… days

5

b. Total working hours of the whole work every day during a week ago
Monday

Tuesday

7

Wednes
Day

8

7

Thursday

Friday

7

5.5

Total working days = 5
Total working hours = 34.5 hours rounded to 34

Saturday

-

Sunday

-

Total

34.5
hours

3

4

The maximum total working hours filled in the box is 98 hours. If the total working hours exceed
98 hours, write down the actual number in the total column but in the provided boxes fill in 98. Fill in the
total working hours per day with 1 (one) number behind the comma (per 10 hours).
Question 14: Type of Work/Occupation of the Main Work during the Past Week
Write down comprehensively the type of main work to ease processing especially when the editor is
assigning the code to the boxes. Use only the terms in the Indonesian Language (Bahasa Indonesia). Do not
use local dialect.
Type of Work is the type of work that is conducted by someone or delegated to someone.
Main work is work which consumes most of the time referring to the time of survey a week ago (currently)
and not usually done. For respondents that are temporarily not working the working hours during the past
week is not available (zero), the main work reported is work that is usually done.

These following examples are types of work:
Not written complete

The Complete way to write

- Farmer

Process/develop field crops (rice, corn, tuber, string beans,
etc)

- Workers at a shoe factory

Prepare sole for shoes; operate sewing machine for shoes;
night watch at a shoe factory

- Construction workers

Paint houses/offices/factories; dig in foundation building for
residences/offices/ factories; install floor tiles in a building

- Merchant

Sells food, beverages, fruit, vegetables at the roadside, sells
various household needs from door to door.
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Question 15: Type of Occupation of Main Work during the Past Week
Circle one of the appropriate codes 1 till 5 then move into the appropriate box.
The sector of a profession is undertaking activities of an occupation/ establishment/an institution where a
person works.
The sector of agriculture covers food crop agriculture, field, forestry, livestock, fishery and hunting,
including agriculture services.
a.

Food Crop Agriculture is an undertaking of the preparation/planting, cultivation of seedlings, seedbed,
maintenance and harvesting food crop which covers :
Cereal: rice, corn, wheat, and other cereals
Tuber: cassava, sweet potato, potato and other tuber
Pulses: peanut, soybean, mung bean, and other pulses
Vegetables: spinach, swamp cabbage, cabbage, pumpkin, carrot, spring onion, celery, cucumber,
eggplant, etc.
Fruits: banana, papaya, mango, rambutan, oranges, avocado, durian, snake fruit, manggosteen, apple,
pineapple, etc.

b.

c.

Other agriculture products are the undertaking of the preparation/ planting, cultivation of seedlings,
seedbed, and maintenance and harvesting food crop. Other agriculture products are categorized into
plantation crops and other plants besides plantation crops.
-

Plantation crops such as: tobacco, tea, eucalyptus, coffee, cocoa, coconut, pepper, nutmeg,
vanilla, kapok, kina, clove, sugar cane, agave and rubber.

-

Other plantation crop products such as : orchid, jasmine, rose, bougainvilae and other garden
plants

Husbandry is the undertaking of raising large livestock, small livestock, poultry, bees, silk worms,
including the breeding of livestock.
Large livestock such as: cow, milking cow, buffalo and horses.
Small livestock such as: goat, lamb, pig and rabbit.
Poultry such as: chicken, broiler chicken, duck, manila duck, swan, quail, doves and turkey.

d.

Farming and Husbandry Services is undertaking the development of soil, fertilizing, sowing seeds,
harvesting, pruning, sorting and gradation of farming products, skinning, grinding, packaging, irrigation,
farming machines rental with operator. Health services for husbandry, fur/wool shearing, services on
grass for feed and the development of husbandry that is conducted based on fringe benefits or contract.

e.

Forestry and Timber Industry is undertaking the plantation of forest wood, collecting forest products,
forest wood. Including activities to fulfill forestry needs and based on fringe benefits or contract.
-

Plantation of forest wood are activities which include replanting also relocating various plants
such as teak, pine, mahogany, sonokeling, jeunjing, sandalwood, etc.

-

Collecting forest products is an activity which includes seeking resin, forest rubber, rattan, bark,
leaves, flowers, roots, honey, seagull nests and charcoal production in the forest.

-

Timber industry is an activity which includes wood chopping which produces logs or rough
wood such as meranti, meramin, pulai, keruing, iron wood, and black wood including bamboo.
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f.

Hunting/catching wild animal hunting with traps and propagating animals is an activity, which includes
hunting/catching wild animals with traps and breeding animals such as, snakes, crocodiles etc.

g.

Sea fishery is an effort on cultivation, catching and taking sea products such as fish, shrimp, crab, shell
fish, pearl, seaweed, reefs, jelly fish etc, including the services of sea fishery conducted based on fringe
benefits or contract, such as sorting, gradation and preparation of fish auction.

h.

Freshwater fishery is an effort on the cultivation, seedling fish/shrimp, fishing in salty water or fresh
water, including the effort on services of freshwater fishery based on fringe benefits or contract. Such as
sorting, grading the freshwater fishery products, maintenance and reparation of fish ponds, pest control,
fertilizing also the implementation of the watering system for fishponds.

The sector of mining and quarrying is undertaking the field of mining and quarrying such as coal mining, oil
and natural gas, iron ore, stone mining, clay, sand, mining and quarrying of salt, mineral mining, chemical
materials and fertilizer materials also the mining of gypsum, asphalt and limestone.
The sector of industry/handicraft (including industrial services) is undertaking the converting of basic
materials into ready-made commodities/half made or commodities with less value into commodities with a
higher value consisting of:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Food, beverage and tobacco industry
Textile, clothing and leather industry
Commodities made of wood including furniture industry
Paper and paper products, printing and publishing
Chemical industry and commodities of chemical materials, petroleum, coal, rubber and plastic
Industry of non iron mining commodities, except petroleum and coal
Industry of basic iron

The sector of trading is undertaking activities of selling/ purchasing goods or services, including
restaurants, diners/bar, caterer, restaurant on trains, cafeteria, stalls, hotels, motels, hostels and inns.
The sector of community, social and individual services are the undertaking of legislative institution,
highest state institution, defense and security, international corporation and other extra territorial corporation
including education services, health, sanitary, entertainment and culture, social welfare organized by the
government or private. Also individual services and households such as private tutors, native healer, laundry,
barber, repairmen, doctor who has private practice, midwife, welder, beauty salon, photo studio, masseur,
helper, etc.
Other sectors are undertaking individual business, institute that does not cover one of the sector above such
as: construction/building, electric power plants, gas and water (such as produce and distribute natural gas to
be sold to households etc). Also transportation, storage and communication (such as undertaking transport,
packaging and expedition), the sector of finance, insurance, including undertaking the rental of buildings,
land and establishment services or that is not clearly defined, such as scavengers.
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Question 16 : Status of Main Work During The past week
Circle the appropriate code based on the respondent’s answer.
The working status is the position of someone in a job.
Code 1: Individually is working or undertaking at own risk and not using paid workers or unpaid
workers.
Example :
1. Workers at the market, train station or other places that does not have an employer.
2. Children that helps bring other peoples shopping at the stores or at supermarkets
3. Shoe shine boys
4. Remote trader
5. Newspaper seller
Code 2: Family Workers
Someone that works helping others and does not receive salary/wages, in cash or in-goods.
Family Workers consists of :
1.

Household members of the person being helped such as a child that helps their father in the field,

2.

Not household members of the person being helped such as relative/family that helps selling in a
stall

3.

Not household members of the person being helped such as helping a neighbor who has a household
industry weaving hats.

Code 3: Workers are either permanent or non-permanently workers that work with other people or an
institution/office/establishment and receives salary/wages
Example:
1.
2.

A shopkeeper who is helped by one or more workers permanent or non permanent
A cigarette factory that uses workers

G. Block VI. The Education Expenses of Household Members Aged 5 – 39 Years Old that Still
Attend School
This block is specifically asked to household member aged 5 – 39 years old that are still in school. The
objectives are to obtain data on education expenses and other related characteristics.
Write the name and the respondent’s serial number based on Column 2 and Column 1 in Block IV.
Question 1: Registered and Active in School
Ask the school/formal education where the respondent is registered and active as a student/scholar.
Circle the appropriate answer and write into the provided box. If the respondent is registered and active
in two (or more) levels of the same education, then select the code of class that is highest, if the class is
the same it depends on the respondent’s answer.
Example:
Ani is in the third year of a General Secondary School also is a second year student of an
Islamic Secondary School so for Question 1 circle code 04 for General Secondary School.
Question 2: If Q.1 = 07 till 14, Major Education
This question is specifically for respondents that are currently attending school at the Secondary
Level and equivalent. Ask and write completely in the provided spaces what is the respondent majoring
in.
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Majoring Education is a group of knowledge that is followed and is valid for the education attained.
Referring to the current education system, for High School students that are not in the 3rd year the
content is 000.
Example:
Faculty of Mathematics majoring in Statistics, Faculty of Agriculture majoring in Social
Economic Agriculture.
Question 3a: The nearest distance that is usually taken from home to school
Write the nearest distance that is usually taken from home to school in kilometers (Km) with
one number behind a comma in the provided box and write into the provided boxes. If the contents are
<0.05 km. Write 0.0km in the provided boxes:
0

0

0

The nearest distances are the nearest distance usually taken by the respondent either leaving or home
from school and could be used by public. If the distance is more than 99.8km, write the actual distance
in the provided place and put 99.8km into the box. For respondents that are registered in the Open
University write in the code 999.
School Expenditures are all expenses spent or should be spent to pay for the payment/contributions for
school during the school term.
If there are more than 1 source, then select the one that pays for the most.
a. Parents, if most of the expenses are mostly paid by the parents (father, mother, in-laws) although the
parents do not live in the same household
b. Siblings from the same father/mother, if the expenses are mostly paid by siblings of the same
father/mother, although they do not live in the same household
c. Relatives, if the expenses are mostly paid by relatives (family related), although they do not live in
the same household
d. Other person, if the expenses are mostly paid by another person that are not related at all, although
they do not live in the same household
e. Individually, if the expenses are mostly paid by the individual themselves
f. Government, if the expenses are mostly paid by the institute/government institute either committed
to an agreement or not
g. Foundation/institute, if the expenses are mostly paid by a foundation/institute/body, either
foreign/international, committed to an agreement or not
Question 7 – 10, are only asked to household members that are attending
Elementary, Secondary and General/Vocational High School

Question 7a: Do you study after School Hours/Tutorial During the Past Quarter?
Write one of the codes 1 or 2. If coded 2 continue to Question 10.
Studying after school hours/tutorial is studying after the school hours or the process of teaching or
legal studying time or tutorial hours.
Question 7b: Do you study in a group?
Write one of the codes 1 or 2.
In a group is studying together with friends either from the same school or not, from the same level/class
or not. Study group could be supported with help or not.
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Question 7c: Do you study with a Tutor’s help?
Write one of the codes 1 or 2. If it is coded 2 continue to the next Question 9a.
1.
2.

Without help, is the way of studying either alone or in a group, without using another party’s service
as a tutor
With help, is the way of studying either alone or in a group, using another party’s service as a tutor

Question 8a: If Q.7c = 1, Who does the Tutoring
Write one of the codes 1 till 4. Select one of the appropriate codes based on the respondent’s answer and
write it into the box on the right.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Household members, if the help is obtained from one of the household member and is conducted
routinely
School friend, if the help is obtained from a friend from the same school or from a different school
Relative if the help is obtained from a person/ a group of people that is family related, but is not a
household member and not a school friend
Other people, if the help is obtained from a person/a group of people that is not family related, also
not a household member and not a school friend

Question 8b: Do you pay for a Tutor?
Write in one of the code 1 or 2.
Question 9a: Place of studying after School Hours
Write one of the codes 1 or 2. Circle the appropriate codes based on the respondent’s answer, then move
into the provided boxes. If the place of studying after school hours are more than one, then choose the
longest one used.
School Hours is the legal/obliged lessons time that are scheduled by the school where a person is
registered and actively following an education
a.
b.

In the house if studying is conducted in an occupied residential building, either in own household or
other person’s household
Outside the house if studying is conducted outside an occupied residential building such as in a
school, in an empty building or in a public vehicle.

Question 9b: Average time of Studying Outside School Hours per day in a Week
The time of studying is the period of a student that usually studies after school hours per day. If one day a
person does not studies continuously, then the period of studying on that day is the total time used for
studying.
Total the period of studying after school hours a day per week, then divide it by 6, and write into the
provided space. Move the number into the provided boxes in rounded numbers. For those that study more
than 8 hours, write into the box the number 8.
Question 10: The Availability of Compulsory Books during the Current Quarter
Circle code 1 if the answer is Available and code 2 if the answer is Unavailable
The availability of compulsory books is to possess compulsory Ministry of Education and Culture
textbooks to be used by the respondent either self-owned or borrowed.
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The number of compulsory textbooks owned by an elementary student for each class is as follows:
C l a s s
No.

Subject

(1)

(2)

I
(3)

II
(4)

III
(5)

IV
(6)

V
(7)

VI
(8)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Civics
Indonesian Language
Mathematics
Social Science
Nature Science

1
3
3
1

1
3
3
1

1
3
3
1
1

1
3
3
1
2

1
3
3
1
2

1
3
3
1
2

To understand the availability of compulsory books for Secondary and General/Vocational High
School, ask the respondent the type of books that are compulsory based on the current quarter then ask the
availability.
Code 1 (available) if possess compulsory books needed for the current quarter
Code 2 (not available) if does not possess compulsory books needed for the current quarter
Educational Expenditures for Household Members
This sub-block consists of 3 columns, the 1st column is the type of expenses, the 2nd column is the
expense spent at the last month and the 3rd column is the expenses spent during one school term.
Educational expenditures are all expenses spent or should be spent, either has been paid or has not been
paid (on cash or goods) to cover the expenses related to the respondent’s education, in the class/level
currently attended.
Column 1: Type of Expenses
The type of educational expenses is classified into 4 groups. The first group is the detailed
expenditures for school expenses, 2nd group is the detailed expenditures for the school equipment, the 3rd
group is the detailed expenses for transportation fees and courses, and the 4th group is for other expenses.
If the school term in 1997/1998 starts in July 1997 and the enumeration was conducted on January
1998, then the school term starts July 1997 till the end (31st ) of December 1997. The last month is December
1997 (before the enumeration January 1998).
Pay attention to:
1.
2.
3.

4.

If column (2) is filled in then column (3) also has to be filled in. But if column (3) is filled in
column (2) is not necessarily filled in.
The content in column 2 has to be smaller or the same as column 3
Types of routine expenditures (such as monthly school fee, Parent and Teacher Association
contribution) the content in Column 3 is 6 times than the content in Column 2 (if the school
term starts in July).
There are several types of payment that have to be paid by the students such as monthly
school fee (SPP), registration fee, evaluation fee, also equipment and utilities fee. That is
why an officer has to check once more whether the details have already been filled in.

Example:
A high school student purchased 3 pairs of school uniform for the school term of
1997/1998. The first purchase was done on the early school term Rp 35,700. The second pair was
purchased in December for Rp37,500. The third purchase was on early January for Rp. 40,800,-.
If the enumeration was conducted on mid January then filling in the columns are as follows:
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Column (2) Group II Question 16 is 37,500
Column (3) Group II Question 16 is 43 which origins from:
35,700 + 37,500 = 43,200 in thousands is 43.
Question 11: Registration (enrollment fee/building, re-registration)
Registration fee is all expenditures that should be paid by a candidate student in order to enter and become a
student in the registered school/class. Example: enrollment fee, re-registration fee, contribution for the
school building, etc.
Question 12: Contributions
Contributions are the expenses paid by the student during following school activities, where is registered and
actively following either routine or non-routine education.
Contribution payments are classified into:
a.
b.
c.
d.

SPP is school fee that has to be paid every month by a student
POMG/BP3 are donations made to support the activities of the Parents and Teachers association or
maintaining elucidation for the students
Laboratory Practice/skills are the expenses made by the school for the needs of practicing a certain
lesson
Other contributions are other contribution money that are organized/collected by the school, usually
concerns on extra curricula activities, such as the contribution for the Student’s Intra School
Organization, Boys Scout, sports/health, lectures/training, library, art, study tour, farewell party,
contribution, etc.

Question 13: Evaluation/Examination
The evaluation expenditures are expenses organized/collected by schools related to evaluation/
examination activities such as Final exams, Mid-semester exams, Practice exams, Oral exams, Written
Exams, State exams, thesis etc.
Question 14: Materials to Support Lessons
Expenditures for supporting a lesson are expenses spent by a student related to a certain lesson,
usually not directly charged by a school such as Xerox copying studying materials and purchasing art class
bought by the student themselves.
Question 15: School and Sports Uniform
Expenditures for school and sports uniform are equipment that usually consists of clothes and shoes
that has to be worn during in school or during doing sports.
Question 16: Books, Stationery and School Equipment
a. Text books/manuals/written summary of lectures
Expenditures for text books/manuals/written summary of lectures is the expenses spent by students for
the needs of text books/manuals/written summary that are used during studying in the current school
term. Usually these materials are not unconditional for each student.
b. Stationery and other equipment
Expenditures for stationery and other equipment are expenses spent by students for purchasing
stationery, school bag, pencil case and others during the current school term.
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Question 17: Transportation (including expenses for pick-up)
The transportation fees are expenses spent by students for the needs of transportation from and to
school, the expenses are usually daily. Also included in this question are the expenses that are not paid daily.
Students that does not use specific transportation from and to school but uses a vehicle owned by the
household, the transportation fee is calculated by the estimated fee of fuel used.
Question 18: Courses related to School/University Lecture
The course expenditures spent to increase the student’s skills when following a lesson in school are through a
course/extra lesson. Example: expenses for mathematics lesson, physics lesson etc.
Question 19: Others
Other expenses are all expenses that are not covered in the above questions such as pocket money/money for
snacks.

H.

Block VII: Housing and Settlement

This block is used to record the characteristics on the physical condition of the residential building,
household utilities also the environment of housing and settlement. The information on housing and
settlement are obtained based on the information given by head of the household or other household
members that understands the condition of the housing. Hopefully the collected information may reflect the
condition of housing and settlement. Several questions on housing and settlement, mainly related on the
level of household welfare could also be collected in the core questionnaire.
Sub-block A.

Physical Condition of Building

Question 1a – 1b: Types of Physical Building
Circle one of the appropriate codes 1 – 6 then move it into the provided boxes. If Question 1a is
coded 2, 4 or 6 then write into 1b the appropriate type of building then also move the code into the provided
boxes. If Question 1a is coded 5 or 6, continue the question to question 7a.
Physical Building is a place to shelter that has walls, a floor and roof, either permanent or
temporarily, either used as a residence or other. The kitchen, bathroom, garage and others separated from the
main building are considered as a part of the main building (one building), if located in the same yard. A
building less than 10 square meters and no longer used as a residence is not considered as a physical
building.
Question (1 – 2): Types of Physical Buildings
Based on its types, physical building is categorized into 3 types:
a. Single building
i. One storey single building
ii Two storey building
b.

Duplex building
i. One storey duplex building
ii. Two storey duplex building

c.

Multi building
i. One storey multi building
ii. Two storey multi building
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Each type of physical two storied buildings are classified into types of building such as regular 2
storied building, shop house/office house and apartments/flats.
a.

Regular 2 level building is a physical 2 storied building, where the whole level upper and
lower is used for household needs.

b.

Shop house/office house is a building where the upper level is used for a residence and the
lower level is used for a shop or an office.

c.

Apartments/flat is a multilevel physical building built in one environment, that is divided into
structural parts that are functional into the horizontal or the vertical direction. Also consists of
units that are owned and used individually, mainly for a residence that is completed with a part,
an article and land owned together.

Note: The walls of the upper level of a two storied house has to be minimal 2 meters high and used for
daily use.
Question 2 – 6 is asked only if
Question 1a is coded 1, 2, 3 or 4

Question 2: Dimension of the Lot (Kavling)
Write the dimension of building and yard (dimension of the lot) where the respondent lives. Write
in rounded square meters.
If the content is 0.5m2 fill in

If it is > 998m2 fill in

0
9

0
9

0
8

The dimension of a kavling/lot is the dimension of a land and its surroundings (garden/yard) that is
limited by a fence. If there is no fence (together with the yard), fill in the dimension of the yard that is
usually cleaned up.
Question 3: Type of Foundation
Circle one of the codes 1 – 5 based on the respondent’s answer, then write into the provided boxes.
Foundation
Is the base to support a building from the ground. This foundation is needed due to the support capacity of
the ground is not strong enough to hold a building that is built on top of it. That is why a foundation is an
effort to improve the support capacity of the ground/soil in order to make it more stronger to hold the burden
of a building (see Picture 1)
Picture 1:

Foundation

Picture 2:

Roof Frame
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Usually a foundation is located under the ground in a certain depth because the inner part of the
ground is more hard and solid, so it has a stronger support. The inner part of the ground is also relatively not
effected by the climate (expansion and decrease).
The depth and the size of a foundation is not always the same in each area because it depends on the
support capacity of the ground also the size of the burden of the building.
a.
b.

Foundation layered with stones is a foundation made from layer of stones either river stones or other
kind of stones
Foundation layered with bricks is a foundation made from layer of bricks

Question 4: Types of Pillar/Column
Circle one of the codes 1 – 5 based on the respondent’s answer then write into the provided boxes.
Pillar/Column is used to secure a building’s wall so that it is secure and to support the building on top of it.
Based on the requirements a column has to be strong enough to support the construction of the building (see
Picture 1).
Question 5: Types of Roof Frame
Circle one of the codes 1 – 4 based on the respondent’s answer then write into the provided boxes.
Roof Frame is a construction that functions as a support and as the base of the roof. The roof frame of a
residential building is generally made out of strong wood (see Picture 1).
Question 6: The Condition of the Building
Circle one of the codes 1 – 4, then write into the provided boxes.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Good if the main frame (roof frame, wall and floor) or the building components does not need
reparation.
Moderate if the main frame (roof frame, wall and floor) or a part of the building components does not
need reparation or if one of the main frame is damaged, for example the wall or the roof frame is broken
Damaged if the components of the building need major reparation, or two of the main frames are
damaged such as the roof frame and walls.
Heavily damaged if the entire roof frame needs immediate reparation because it endangers the safety of
the occupants.

Sub block B. Residential Possession
Residential Possession is: a physical/census building that is used for a residence
Question 7a: The Possession Status of a Residential Building
Circle one of the codes 1 – 7 then write into the provided boxes. If the code answers are 2 – 7, continue to
Question 11.
a.
b.

c.
d.

Self-owned is if during the enumeration the residence is actually owned by head of the
household or one of the household members
Contract if during the enumeration the residence was rented by one of the household members
in a certain period based on a contract agreement between the owner and the tenant for a period
of one or two years. The payment is usually done up-front or paid by installments. On the end
of the contract the tenant must leave the house or if agreed between both parties, the contract
could be extended.
Rent/Lease is if the household or one of the household members pays the rent regularly and
continuously without a certain time period (monthly contract)
Rent and purchase the status of the residence is rented, and after a certain period could be
owned by tenant.
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e.
f.
g.

Official residence if a certain state/private institute provides the house that covers the rent or
rent purchase.
Free of rent is in order to occupy the residence there are no payments made to another party.
Example living at parents or mother & father in law’s house
Others are if the residence cannot be categorized into one of the categories above. Example: if
the residential status of a person is paid by the owner to wait for the house including if the
status of the house is under lawsuit

Note:
A house that is purchased with credit facilities from a bank (KPR) is considered, as a self owned house
although the payments are not settled yet.
Question 7b: If Self-Owned (Q.7a = 1) How was the Residence Possessed?
This question will be filled in if question 7a is coded 1. Circle one of the appropriate codes 1 – 6 based on
the respondent’s answer, then write into the provided boxes.
a.
b.

c.
d.
e.

f.

Build own house is the way to obtain a residence by building it or by demolishing a building
and rebuilding it completely different from the original building
Purchased from a developer is the way to obtain a residence purchased directly from a
developer (Perumnas = National Housing, BTN = National Savings Bank, real estate and
others.
Purchased a brand new house from an individual is a way to obtain a house in a brand new
condition (has not been occupied) by purchasing from an individual/another party
Purchase an old house is a way to obtain a house by purchasing from another party not in a
brand new condition (has been occupied)
Administrative allocation is obtaining a residence by purchasing National Housing
(Perumnas) or official residence. Usually a residence with administrative allocation facilities
has certain dispensation compared to other ways of purchasing
Others are other ways to obtain a residence that could not be classified into one of the
categories above, such as inheritance and donated.

Note:
Purchasing a house through a broker could be determined by observing the origin of the house.
Question 8 till 10 is only asked if Q.7 is coded 1, Self-Owned

Question 8: How to Obtain Land
Circle one of the appropriate codes 1 – 5 based on the respondent’s answer, then write into the provided
boxes.
a.

b.

c.
d.
e.

Purchase is if the land of the kavling (lot) where the building is located is obtained/possessed
by the household by purchase/changed from another party. The household that occupies it
owns the ownership.
Inherited is if the land of the kavling (lot) where the building is located is obtained/possessed
by the household from another party without paying. The household that occupies it owns the
ownership.
Rented is if the land of the kavling (lot) where the building is located is obtained/possessed by
the household from another party by paying rent to the owner.
If the land of the kavling (lot) where the building is located is obtained/possessed by the
household from another party without being charged anything by the owner of the kavling.
Others : if the land of the kavling (lot) where the building is located is obtained/possessed by
the household by other ways than mentioned above such as taking over by force or living in
government land
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Question 9: Status of the Land
Circle one of the appropriate codes 1 – 5 based on the respondent’s answer, then write into the provided
boxes.
The legal status of the land here is where the residence of the respondent’s house is located.
Legal Status of the Land is the right to use land not including the contents of the land such as minerals and
oil, in the form of land certificate given out by the government or descended by the customs claimed by the
government
a. Property Right: the right of land that could be owned without a time limit could be inherited
and could be handed to another party. This land could be used for all needs.
b. Right to Build: the right of owning a land maximum (20 to 50 years), and could be inherited
and handed to another party only for a building.
c. Right to Use: is the right of owning a land a limit of +10 years depending on what is achieved)
and this land could be used for a building.
d. Others: is the land status not mentioned above including productive land.
e. Do not know is the category for households that do not know the status of the land of their
residence because it is rented, contracted or others.
Question 10: Age of Building
Circle one of the appropriate codes 1 – 5 based on the respondent’s answer, then write into the provided
boxes.
The age of the residential building is considered from when the building was built or the last time the main
frames were changed.

Sub block C. Facilities and Household Equipment
Facilities and household equipment are all that can influence the enjoyment also the freedom of living in a
household
Question 11a: Number of Rooms
A room is a part of a residential place that is minimum 4m2 surrounded by walls/permanent partition (cannot
be moved) and is fully closed from the floor up till the ceiling or at least is 2 meters high. The number of
rooms is counted from the rooms that are for residential use, not including the bathroom and toilet.
Question 11b: Usage of Building
This question aims to obtain information on if the building has a specific room for sleeping, receive guests,
eating, etc. Fill in code 1 if the usage of the building is individual, code 2 if is a combination and code 3 if
none.
Question 12a: If has an Individual Bedroom (Q.11b = 1), Number of Bedrooms
This question is filled in if the household has individual bedrooms (Question 11b = 1). Write in the number
of individual bedrooms, then write into the provided boxes. This maximal written in this box is 8.
Question 12b: The Number of Bedrooms that has a window, wind ventilation, air conditioner or an
exhaust fan
Write in the numbers of bedroom that has a window, wind ventilation, air conditioner or an exhaust fan, then
write into the provided boxes. This maximal written in this box is 8. Please be sure that the numbers of rooms
are asked not the number of windows or wind ventilation and others.
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Note:
a.
b.
c.

A window is a place where air/light goes through in and out a room and can be closed/opened.
Wind Holes/Ventilation is the place where air/light goes through in and out a room and can
not be closed/opened
Exhaust fan is a fan that is permanently (can not be moved) fixed in a room and can regulate
the circulation of air in a room

Question 13a: Is the drinking water clear, colorless, tasteless, contains no foam and odorless?
Circle code 1 (Yes) if the drinking water is clear, colorless, tasteless, contains no foam and odorless or code 2
(No) if one of the requirements is not fulfilled.
Question 13b: The Distance to the Place of Obtaining Drinking Water
Circle one of the appropriate codes 1 – 6 then write it into the provided boxes. The question asked here is the
distance to the place of obtaining drinking water that is measured from the yard (boundaries). If the source of
drinking water is far and the drinking water is distributed into the house using pipes or bamboo, then the
distance to the place to obtain drinking water is inside the yard.
Note:
If the household obtains water from a water spring that is distributed to their house, the water source is in the
yard. If the water comes from several places then the distance is the place where the drinking water is most
obtained. The distance to the shop for purchasing mineral water is the distance to obtain drinking water, if it
is delivered to the house then it is considered as obtained in the yard (Code 1).
Question 14a: Source of Bathing Water
Circle one of the appropriate codes 1 – 9 then write it into the provided boxes.
Tap water is water produced through purification and sanitation process before distributed to the consumer
through an installation in a form of tap water. The source of water is undertaken by PAM (Perusahaan Air
Minum=Drinking Water Company), PDAM (Perusahaan Daerah Air Minum=Regional Drinking Water
Company) or BPAM (Badan Pengelola Air Minum=Drinking Water Organizer Corporate), which is
organized by the government or a private company.
Information:
1.

Household that drinks tap water by purchasing it from a water vendor or from neighbors is considered as
having tap water resource.

2.

Household that drinks water from a spring or stored rain water which is distributed to houses using hard
plastic pipes/water pipes, the drinking water resource is still considered as spring water or rain water.

3.

Household that uses rainwater in the rainy season and purchase water in the dry season, the source of
drinking water depends on the type mostly used during a month ago.

Pump water is ground water obtained by using hand pumps, electric pumps or windmills, including artesian
wells (wells drilled to the ground).
Well water is water drawn from the ground. The way of taking the water is by using a water dipper or
bucket with or without a pulley.
A protected well (coded 3) is if the circle of the well is protected by a wall minimum 0.8 meters
above ground and 3 meters deep into the ground, also has a cement floor as far as 1 meter from the circle of
the well.
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Picture: Protected Well

Information:
If a household uses a protected well as the resource of drinking water, but obtains the water by using
a pump (hand pump or electric pump) the resource of water is categorized as a Protected Well if the rim of
the well is opened and Pump if it is closed.
Spring water is a resource of water at the surface of the ground where the water comes out by itself. It is
categorized as Protected (code 5) if the spring water is protected from waste water (water used after bathing,
washing, etc).
Question 14b: Place of Bathing
Circle one of the appropriate codes 1 – 4 then write it into the provided boxes.
a.
b.
c.

Private, if only one household uses the bathing facility, although sometimes other people use it
too
Shared, if the bathing facility is used together with certain several households
Public, if the bathroom facility is not limited to a certain household but every household may
use it

Question 15a: Do You Subscribe to PLN Electricity (Government Electricity)?
Circle Code 1 if the household subscribes and Code 2 if not. If the question is coded 2 then continue to
question 16a.
Subscribing to PLN electricity: if the respondent’s residential building is installed with electricity that is
marked by the usage of electricity measurement equipment owned by PLN.
Question 15b: If Yes (Q.15a = 1), how much is the capacity?
Circle one of the appropriate codes 1 – 5 based on the respondent’s answer then write it into the provided
boxes.
Question 16a: Do you have a Kitchen?
Circle it code 1 if the household has a permanent kitchen and code 2 if it does not have a kitchen. If the
question is coded 2, continue to Question 18.
A Kitchen is a room or a permanent place that is completed with cooking facilities to prepare main food for
the household.
Question 16b: If Yes (Q.16a = 1), where is it located?
Circle one of the appropriate codes based on the location of the kitchen then write it into the provided boxes.
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Inside an individual room, if the kitchen is a room inside the house and is not used for other usage
(specifically for a kitchen).
Used with another room if the kitchen is a room inside the house and is also used for other usage example:
also used as a dining room
Outside the building if the kitchen is located outside the household building, either as an individual room or
used for other usage.
Question 17: Fuel for Cooking
Circle one of the appropriate codes 1 – 6 based on the respondent’s answer, then write into the provided
boxes. If uses more than one type of fuel then select the fuel that is most frequently used.
Question 18: Commodities Possessed by the Household
The question on the possession of commodities can be used to determine a measurement on the social
economic situation of a household.
Ask one by one the type of commodities possessed by the household or by one of the household member.
Write code 1 if the respondent owns it and code 0 if does not. If the respondent says that he/she owns for
example a radio or a bicycle that is in a damaged condition, ask how long has it been damaged and could it
be repaired. If it could only be used temporarily, it is still considered as a possession but if it could not be
repaired then it is considered as not a possession.
Note:
A household owns a telephone if the household can send and receive news through the services of a
telephone, but a cellular phone is not included.
Question 19: The Usage of Commodities that Contains Hazardous Toxic Substance during the Past
Month
The objective of this question is to understand the usage of products that contains hazardous toxic
material that is used by the household during the past month.
Ask one by one, if the household uses several products that is assumed contains hazardous toxic
substance. Write code 1 if the household uses products that contains hazardous toxic substance and code 2 if
not.
Hazardous toxic substance is a chemical substance that is flammable, can cause oxidation, explosive and is
poisonous. Due to these natures then hazardous toxic substance is dangerous to human beings or the
environment and is not discharged in the same manner as regular household disposal. Hazardous toxic
substance may either be solid, in a form of liquid or gas.
Several hazardous toxic substances that are familiar in the household are:
a.

b.
c.
d.

Air freshener that contains liquid gas (aerosol) that contains Chloro Fluoro Carbon (CFC),
Nitrogen Oxide (N2 0) of Hydro Carbon (HC). Aerosol gas is suspected as the cause of global
heat.
House paint that contains black tin (Pb) and Cadmium (Cd), which are metals that are
hazardous to human beings
Floor or bathroom stain cleaner that contains chemicals that are corrosive such as Natrium
Hydroxide (NaOH) or Hydrogen peroxide (H2 02 )
Pesticide such as Insecticide is dangerous and can kill biota in the river and sea dead

Usually the union of the substances mentioned above can stay long in an environment and is persistent which
can accumulate till a level that is lethal to living creatures.
The products mentioned above are dangerous to human if not discharged properly. Several
chemical unions (ingestion) can enter the body through several ways such as directly into the mouth such as
contaminated food and beverages. Also inhaled through the nose (inhalation) such as the union of gas vapor
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or spray (mixture of gas and liquid); skin contact such as union that is corrosive and can wound or cause skin
irritation. The substances is slowly absorbed and reaches the bloodstream, several chemicals can also be
absorbed without ruining the skin.
Until now there is no way to handle the hazardous toxic substances from household disposal. However there
are several ways to decrease the usage of these products such as: a) decrease the usage of these products b)
re-use again if the substance is not finished or c) give to scavengers for recycling.

Sub-block D. Environment Condition
Question 20: Location of the House/Residential Building
Circle code 1 if the location of the house/residential building of the respondent is by a
street/lane/alley and code 2 if not, then write into the provided boxes. If question 20 = 2 then continue to
Question 24.
a. Road is a public road that can be passed by a 4-wheel vehicle or more. The width of the
road/lane/alley is minimal 1 meter.
b. Others are other roads than mentioned above such as between rice fields, in a forest or on the
water.
Question 21: If located by a road/lane/alley (Q.20 = 1), the width of the road/lane/alley
Circle one of the codes 1 – 6, then write into the provided boxes. The content of this question is
based on the interviewer’s direct observation.
The type of road/lane/alley surfaces is the material used for the surface of a road/lane/alley located
in front of the household
Question 23: Road/Lane/Alley Conditions
Circle one of the appropriate codes 1 – 4, then write into the provided boxes. The content of this
question is based on the interviewer’s direct observation, the interview is conducted only for reconfirmation.
To evaluate the condition of the road in front of the house is as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Good if the level of damage is less than 4%
Moderate if the level of damage is 5% - 20%
Damaged if the level of damage is between 21% - 40%
Heavily damaged if the level of damage is over 40%

Roads that are made out of wood planks/soil or others, the answer on the condition of the road depends on
the respondent’s answer.
Question 24: Do you have a yard?
Circle the code 1 if Yes or 2 if No based on the respondent’s answer. If it is coded 2 continue to Question
26a.
Yard (not including the residential building) is an open area surrounding the residential building that is a part
of the house and usually has a fence.
Question 25a: If Yes (Q.24 = 1), Do you raise plants?
Circle one of the appropriate codes 1 or 2 based on the respondent’s answer, then write into the provided
boxes. If the answer is coded 2, continue to Question 26a.
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The plants in the yard are plants that are planted in the yard such as fruits, vegetables, decorative flowers,
protective plants, including grass that is planted or plants planted in a pot and put in a yard.
Question 25b: If Yes (Q.25a = 1), The type of Plants.
This question is only asked if households raises plants in the yard, circle the appropriate codes. If
the types of plants are more than one, add the number of circled codes before writing into the provided boxes.
Question 26a: Do you Raise Livestock/Poultry?
Circle the code 1 if Yes or 2 if No, then write into the provided boxes. If it is coded 2, continue to Question
27.
A household is said raising livestock (cow, goat, buffalo, horse or pig) if at least raises 1, and raises poultry
(chicken, duck, goose, quail) at least 5.
Question 26b: Place of Raising Livestock/Poultry
Circle one of the codes 1 – 5, then write into the provided boxes. This question is asked if Question 26a is
coded 1.
a. Inside the house, if the place of raising livestock/poultry is located inside the residential
building; or outside the building but the walls are the same as the residential building
b. Underneath the house, if the place of raising livestock/poultry is located underneath the
residential building
c. In the yard, if the place of raising livestock/poultry has a distance with the walls of the
residential building
d. Other places, if the place of raising livestock/poultry is located outside the residential building;
also included if the livestock/poultry is placed inside the forest or the plantation fields.
e. No stable/stall, if there are no stable/stall to raise the livestock/poultry and wanders around the
yard.
Question 27: Place of Water Reservoir for Bathing/Kitchen/Laundry
Circle one of the codes 1 – 4, and write into the provided boxes.
The awareness of a household on regulating wastewater from bathing, kitchen or washing also helps in the
management of environmental health. Organizing the reservoir and the disposal of the wastewater could do
regulating wastewater at the household.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Closed reservoir in the yard, is retaining wastewater in a hole (usually cemented) where the top
is closed
Opened reservoir in the yard, is retaining wastewater in a hole (usually cemented) where the top
is not closed
Without a reservoir in the yard, if the household discharges wastewater into the yard without a
reservoir
Outside the yard, if the household discharges wastewater (from bathing/washing/kitchen) into
the yard without knowing whether a reservoir exists.
Bathing/Kitchen/Washing Wastewater Reservoir

Open Reservoir

Closed Reservoir
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Question 28: Wastewater Discharge Facilities
Circle one of the codes 1 – 3, then write into the appropriate boxes.
There are several ways used by the households on discharging the wastewater from bathing, kitchen
or washing: through a closed or opened drainage ditch or is discharged without a drainage ditch.
a.
b.
c.

Closed drainage ditch is distributing wastewater using plastic pipes, iron pipes or a closed
gutter.
Opened drainage ditch is distributing wastewater through an opened gutter.
Without drainage ditch is distributing wastewater not through a gutter such as houses located by
the riverside.

Wastewater discharge facilities

Question 29: Condition of Gutter Surrounding the House
Circle one of the codes 1 – 4, then write into the provided boxes.
A proper wastewater discharge does not leave any residue inside it. A gutter with wastewater is a place for
mosquitoes and bacteria that is why the wastewater inside a gutter has to flow properly. There are several
conditions of wastewater in a gutter such as the water does not flow, water flows slowly or flows without
obstruction, but there are also a house that does not have a gutter.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Does not flow, if the water in the gutter can not flow due to the solid waste or is obstructed by
the continuing gutter that is also full.
Flows slowly if the water in the gutter flows very slow due to obstructed by the solid waste
thrown into the gutter.
Flows smoothly is if the water in the gutter flows smoothly also included dry gutters (contains
no water)
No gutter if around the house the gutter does not exist

Question 30: Ways of discharging garbage
Circle one of the codes 1 – 7 based on the respondent’s answer, then write into the provided boxes.
Proper discharge of garbage (solid waste) and retaining household wastewater are efforts that can
support the health environment. There are several ways on how to discharge the household garbage:
a.

b.
c.
d.

Taken by the garbage man is if the household garbage is taken by the cleaning workers and to
be carried to the temporary disposal place (TPS) or to the final disposal place (TPA) including
if it is directly taken by the household either to the temporary or final disposal place.
Piled, if the household garbage is thrown away into a hole then piled with soil (sanitary landfill)
Made into Compost, if the household garbage is decomposed to be made into fertilizer
Burned, if the household garbage is burned either piled first or directly burned
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e.
f.
g.

Thrown into the river/gutter is if the household garbage is thrown into a river/gutter included
thrown into a lake or into the sea.
Thrown everywhere if the if the household garbage is thrown everywhere (does not have a
permanent place)
Others, if the household garbage is disposed in other ways than mentioned above such as given
to the livestock.

Question 31: Are there Household Members that are annoyed by the Pollution/Environment
Disturbances?
Write in the code1 if there are household members that are disturbed and code it 0 if is not disturbed, for each
type of pollution/environment disturbances.
Pollution/environment disturbances is pollution that occurs in the water and air or loud sounds that
disturbs a pleasant life such as odor from a gutter/garbage, factory fumes or the sound of loud motorized
vehicles.
Question 32: Access to Housing Facilities and Settlement
Write in the nearest distance, mode of transportation and the time taken from the respondent’s house
to several housing facilities and settlement such as to school and health facilities.
Access to several housing facilities and settlement is the ease of the household to reach facilities either
used or not by the household.
a.

Public road is a road that can be passed by a 4-wheel vehicle. A road inside a housing complex
is not considered as a public road.
b. Public transportation is the location to obtain public transportation such as a bus, minibus, bemo
(three wheeled transportation), oplet (small bus), taxi, ojek (motor cycle taxi) and so on.
c. Hospital is a place to check and maintain health under the supervision of a doctor/health worker
that is usually with in-patient facilities, pharmacy and clinic not including a maternity hospital.
d. Puskesmas/Suppporting Puskesmas is a place to check health or medication at the Regency
level or at the village/sub-regency organized by the government, usually headed by a
doctor/medical workers; not including a remote puskesmas.
e. Group of shops are a number of shops that consist of at least 10 shops grouped together
f. Bank is an establishment that collects the people’s funding in the form of savings and
distributes it to the people in the form of loan to increase the standard of life of people; not
including a Cash Office.
g. Post Office is a service place that sends letters, postcards, bill posts, also packages from one
place to another, including a Post House.
h. Worship Places is a public facility for a person to worship (praying) based on their religion such
as a mosque, church, chapel, pura or a temple.
i. Entertainment park/recreation is a tourist object in a form of a park where each visitor may
enjoy recreation, entertainment and relax such as a Fun park, Camping ground, Botanical
gardens, Fruit Park and zoos.
j. Police office is a place where the police conduct their activities but not including a Guarding
Police Post
k. Public telephone is a telecommunication facility provided by the government that is used by the
community; not including a private phone installed with a coin box.
l. Wartel (telecommunication stall) is a place that provides limited telecommunication services
(including a PON kiosk) either temporary or permanent.
m. Public cemetery is a place or a location provided by the government for a cemetery.
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ATTACHMENT 4

PROCEDURES ON FILLING THE TABLES OF
AGE CONVERSION

1.

Calculation on Age of Respondent from Date of Birth

In Susenas 1998, the age of respondent is witten in years (based on the Roman Calendar) and
rounded down or “year based on the last birthday”. Example : if the respondent’s age is 7 years 10 months, it
is written as 7 years, if less than one year it is written 0 year. If the respondent knows exactly the year of
birth in the Roman Calendar, to easen the officer on the respondent’s age calculation a “List to help
determining the age of respondent” is included in List I of this book.
List I consists of 3 columns :
-

First the column of age in years
Second the birth date on January 1st until the date of enumeration
Third the birth date one day after the date of enumeration till December 31st

In each line of those list, is written the age of respondent in Column 1 who is born on the year filled in
Column 2 or Column 3.
Example on the Usage of List I
Zulfikar lives with his wife Fatimah and their son Umar, Zulfikar knows exactly his age is 38 years
old because he recently had his birthday, his wife was born on August 17th 1962, Umar was born January 5th
1985. The official payed a visit to his house on January 8th 1998.
The usage of the list may help to elaborate this following diagram:
Jan 8th 1998
(date of visit):
: I
:
: I
:
IJan
Feb
I
Umar born
(Jan 5th 1985)

:
:
Mar

:
:
Apr

:
:

:
:

:
:

:
:

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

:
:

:
:

I Sep
Oct
I
Fatimah born
(August 17 1962)

:
:
Nov

:
:
Dec

Mrs. Fatimah who was born on August 17th 1962, the point of birthday on the diagram is located on
the right side of the visit line. So in order to determine her age Column 3 is effective. In the line of 1962 in
Column 1 is written the number 35 that is the age of Fatimah. Umar who was born on January 5th , 1985 his
point of birthday is located on the left side of the visit line, so Column 2 is effective. When examined the
line of 1985, Column 1 is written the number 13 Umar’s age is 13 years old.
This table covers the date of birth until the age of 101 years for those who were born starting in the
year of 1896. But since there are only 2 boxes provided, those who are aged more than 97 has to be written
97 years only.
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2.

Age of Respondent whose Date of Birth is Written in the Islamic and Local Calendar

Respondents whose date of birth is written in the local calendar (Java, Sundanese) and Islamic calendar,
two more lists as a guide to convert it to the Roman Calendar are as follows:
1.
2.

List I : ‘Islamic Calendar Converted to Roman Calendar without date, 1930-1981’ and
List II : ‘Islamic Calendar Converted to Roman Calendar with date, 1982-1997’
These tables are in order and also has the same usage but is used in a different time frame.

(1) if the respondent was born before the year 1402H (1348H till 1401H), List II is used, and (2) if the
respondent was born in the year 1402H or after that year (1402H till 1418H), List II is used.
The Islamic calendar and the Local (only Java and Sundanese) are the same, except the names of the
months, such in this following table :
Name of Month in the Islamic Calendar and the Alias in the Local Calendar
Month
(1)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Islamic
(2)
Muharram
Syafar
Rabiul awal
Rabiul akhir
Jumadil awal
Jumadil akhir
Rajab
Sya’ban
Ramadhan
Syawal
Zulkaidah
Zulhijah

Javanese
(3)
Suro
Sapar
Mulud
Bakdamulud
Jumadilawal
Jumadilakhir
Rajab
Ruwah
Pasa
Sawal
Selo
Besar

Sundanese
(4)
Sura
Sapar
Mulud
Silihmulud
Jumadilawal
Jumadilakhir
Rajab
Rewah
Puasa
Sawal
Hapit
Rayagung

Each page of List II, the Islamic Calendar Conversion to Roman Calendar without date consists of 4
columns, Column 1 together with Column 2 and Column 3 together with Column 4; Column 1 and 2 consists
of the Roman year and Column 3 and 4 contains the equivalent Islamic year. The reach of List II is from
January 1930 (Roman) or Sya’ban 1348 (Hijriah) till December 1981 (Roman) or Rabiul Awal (1402H). If
the month and year of the respondent’s birth in the Islamic year is known, by observing the List II the month
and yeaar of the Roman calendar is also known.
The List III consists of 6 columns which is 1). Roman month, 2) Roman date and month which is in
the same line of the Islamic month 3) name of Islamic month in Javanese 4) name of Islamic month in
Sundanese 5) Islamic name of month 6) Islamic year. The days of the Roman calendar which is in the
Islamic month are in the list, so each date in the Islamic calendar can be found in the Roman calendar, and
vice versa, with the guide of List III. The Javanese and Sundanese calendar system is exactly the same as the
Islamic, only several name of months are different so to convert the date of the Islamic calendar to the Local
calendar just check the names.

Example on the age calculation from the Islamic and Local Calendar
Chotib, his wife and three children are respondents for the Susenas 1998. Chotib was born on the
month of Syafar the year of 1380H, his wife was born on Syawal 5th , 1387H. His first child was born on
Jumadilakhir 10th , 1410H, second child Bakdomulud 8th , 1412H and his last child September 13th , 1996. The
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household of Chotib was enumerated on Januari 28th , 1998. To determine the age of Chotib’s household
members, all three lists of the age conversion is needed.
To calculate the age of the respondents, the head of the household (Chotib) who was born on the
month of Syafar 1380H, firstly the Islamic year is converted into the Roman year with the guide of List II.
The month of Syafar 1380H is exactly the month of August 1960; with the guide from List II (Guide List), in
the line where Column 3 shows the year of 1960, Column I is 37, so Chotib is 37 years old.
The wife was born on Syawal 5th 1387H. The List II shows that the month is January 5th 1968; from
List I in the line where Column 2 is written 1968 and Column I is 30, so the wife is 30 years old.
The first child was born on Jumadilakhir the year 1410H, meaningly that after 1402H List III is
needed. The year 1401H includes 2 Roman years which is 1989 and 1990. The month Jumadilakhir 1410H
which is in the year 1989 is the date of 29th –31st month of December, which means that December 29th is the
1st of Jumadilakhir 1410H. So, the date of Jumadilakhir 10th is January 7th 1990 which means the date before
enumeration; and uses List I which shows that 1990 in Column 2 has a number 8 from Column 1. The
calculation is Chotib’s first child is 8 years old.
Chotib’s second child was born on Bakdomulud 8th , 1412H which is the year 1991. The month
Bakdomulud 1412H is October 10th -31st and November 1st -7th 1991. The date October 10th , 1991 is
Bakdomulud 1st , 1412H so the date of Bakdomulud 8th is on October 17th 1991 that means after the date of
enumeration. Using List I, in the line of column 3 the year is 1991, Column 1 is 6; so Chotib’s second child
is 6 years old.
The age of the third child can use the List I only because the date of September 13th , 1996 is located
after the date of enumeration so use column 3. In the line of the year 1996, in Column 1 is written the
number 1 so the age of Chotib’s last child is 1 year old.
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